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WhyBet - ‘What additional information did you want to know from the police?’

(Ask if BetInfor = YES)

CODE UP TO 5 ANSWERS

1. Whether any investigation/action (e.g. aending patrol to prevent repeat)
2. Information on progress/outcome/nature of action/investigation - e.g. if offenders

identified/caught/rharged/convicted, if/when in COti
3. Police didn’t take opportunity to collect evidence/ iden@ witieases/v~it scene of

inadent/involve respondent – e.g. identity parade/look at photos of suspects
4. .4.w,urance that the inadent was being taken seriously/not ignored

5. (Respondent did not receive information pro-d/expected)
6. Help/guidance – e.g. on security, compensation, respondent’s righta
7. General answer – e.g. ‘everything’, ‘anything’

8. Other specific answer

97 Vague/uncodeable answer
98 Don’t know
99 Not answered

WhyHapp - ‘Can you tell me why you think this incident happened?’

(if RaceMot = No and RacePoss = NO - no racial motive for inadent)

CODE UP TO 5 ANSWERS

1. Negligence/carelessness on the part of the respondent or someone else – e.g. door left

unlocked
2. Due to personal relationship between the victim and the offender - e.g. during an

argument, jealousy, conflicts over children/property
3. Offender wanted money or property (i.e. this was the motive for the incident)

Victim/property targeted - specific type of property targeted by offender
4. Offender was detenrrined/not deterred by security measures, etc
5. Opportunist/’spur of the moment’ /offender took advantage of the situation
6. Mindless/’for fun’/for something to do/’messing around /boredom
7. Alcohol/drugs

8. Other explanation

t’

f-

97 Vague/uncodeable answer
98 Don’t kmow/no explanation
99 Not answered



MakeRep - ‘Earlier you said that the police did not come to know about this matter. Was
there anything which would have encouraged you to report the matter to the police?’

(IF ScorCrim >5 AND Policenot aware of Incident, for specified reasons)

CODE UP TO 5 ANSWERS

1. It ~ reported/Police took no action/Police knew but ignored it
2. Police would not want.it reported/don’t do anything in cases like that

3. Police were not available/not on patrol
4. Jnadent occurred due to negligence/carelessness of viclim (look foolish to Police)

5. It wasn’t a crime/just a nuisance/if the incident had been more serious/repeated
6. If respondent or someone eke had more information – e.g. had wi!messed the incident or

knew who the offenders were
7. If respondent had needed to for fnsurance purposes
8. If believed that police could/would have done more (e.g. caught offender)
9. If had more faith/trust in the police
10. If respondent had not feared the offender(s) /afraid of intimidation by offenders
11. Other reasons

97 Vague/uncodeable answex
98 Don’t know
99 Not answered

XothSoc - Could you tell me very briefly about thathhe most recent incident?

(IF respondent or other person in household has been victim of disorderly or anti-social
behaviour)

CODE UP TO 5 ANSWERS

1. Problem/trouble/disputes with neighbors (verbal and physical incidents)
2. Imcal noise or disturbance (not necessarily directed at respondent)
3. Nuisance/threatening telephone calls
4. Driving related (inc. road rage)
5. Vandalism/attacks on property (is-d throwing objects at house, car)
6. Verbal abuse, rude, sexual, aggressive language (incl trying to provoke respondent)
7. Physical assault (ind throwing object at respondent)

8. Threat to commit assault (verbal threat)
9. Intimidation - respondent was victim/wiiness – might have identified culprit
10. Other answer

97 Other abuse – vague/unspecified
98 Don’t know/can’t remember
99 Not answered
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XOthCrim Could you tell me very briefly about thatkhe most recent incident? f

(IF respondent or other person in household has victim of any other type of incident they ,-
consider to be a crime, OthCrim = YES)

1

2

3

4
5
6
7
8

Appears to be in-scoue BCS crime (should have said Yes at ecreener) (including inadent

in a context where treated by respondent as not a crime - e.g. at work or too trivial)
f’
k

Crime out of scope to BCS,but involved respondent/household (e.g. commercial

property, road rage, fraud, pestering). ,-

Crime involving BCS inadent, but person out of sco~e (other household member in case
of personal inadent - assault, other theft, sexual incident, etc).
Crime involving BCS incident, but person outside household was the victim
Crime disregarded because offender mentally ill or under age of criminal responsibility
Crime disregarded because due to negligence/carelessness of victim ,?

Crime disregarded because acadental (incl motor vehicle accidents with no aggression) f:,..

Other answer (including unclear whether victim in household or not)
97 Other abuse – vague/=pecified

..-
5.

98 Don’t know/can’t remember
99 Not answered

.

.
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INTRODUCTION

Classifying the incidents reported in Victim Forms is a complicated procedure. This is partly because
it is difficult to say precisely what offence haa been committed, and partly because a number of
offences may have been committed in the course of a criminrd act, and the rules are complex for
deciding which is the “main” offence.

Victim Forms are to be assigned one and only one of dre possible two-digit co&s listed at the end of
this introduction. To take an example, in a single incident a person might be the victim of a burglary
where gooda were stolen, an attempted rape and criminal darnage. It would be assigned code 51
(burgh-y).

The offence classification is incorporated in the edit version of the Blake program. The coder is
provi&d witfr a summary of the answers given at a range of pre-coded questions in the Victim Form.
On the same screen is shown the &scription of the inci&nt. Where the data appears to indicate a
certain type of offence, the computer ‘suggests’the most likely offence code. The coder’s task is to
decide whether this code is consistent with the &scription of the incident. The paper notes on
classification are to be referred to by coders when drey needed to check the criteria for particular
codes. As on previous sweeps of the BCS, the coding notes are organised on a series of sheets, with a
distinctive colour of paper for each category of offences:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Assault
Attempted assault
Sexual offence
Robbery, snatch theft or other thetl from person
Burglary or atkmpted burglary or theft in a dwelling
Theft
Attempted theft
Criminal damage
Threats

Orange
Yellow
Pink
cream
Dark Green
Blue
White
Green
Purple

The nine sheets comprise first some general definitions about the offences in question, swondly a
check Iist of questions from the Victim Form, and thirdfy some supplementary guidance notes.

In most cases the instruction sheet selected by the coder will identify the most appropriate code for the
primary classification. In a few cases, however, coders are directed to try an alternative instruction
sheet and in a few cases coders are directed to the set of detailed instruction notes for guidance at the
back of the instruction sheet. Codem are instructed to refer any cases about which they arc unsure to
coding supervisors, and supervisors should refer any difficult cases to the Home OffIce. Code 01 is
used by SCPR to identify certain types of offence which are always to be referred to the Home Office
for a coding decision.

GENERAL NOTES:
●

●

●

●

Mental illness note in classifying victim incidents that no act performed by someone who is
clearly mentally ill and not responsible for his actions can be an offence. All such cases should be
referred to the Home Office (code 01).
The oolice: afl incidents involving the police (as offenders) should be referred to the Home OffIce
(01)
Resmndent note that only the respondent can be the victim of assault, sexual offences, robbery,
snatch theft or other theft from the person.
Incidents abroad: incidents which happened abroad are in-scope and should receive an offence code
just like any other incident.
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CLASSIFICATION OF INCIDENTS: CRIME CODES

Category

1. ASSAULT

2. ATTENWI’ED
ASSAULT

3. SEXUAL OFFENCES

4. ROBBERY, SNATCH

THEIT, THEFT
FROM PERSON

5. BURGLARY,

Code

01
02

11
12
13
19

21

31
32
33
34
35
39

41
42
43
44
45
48

49

50
ATTEMPTED BURGLARY
THEFT IN A DWELLING 51

52
53
54

55
56
57

58

59

Description

Refer to Home Office
Duplicate victim form

Serious wounding
Other wounding
Common assault
Other assault outaide the survey’scoverage

Attempted assault

Rape
Serious wounding with sexual motive
Other wounding with sexual motive
Attempted rqe
Indecent assault
Sexual offence outside the survey’scoverage

Robbery
Attempted robbery
Snatch theft from the person
Other theft from the person
Attempted theft from the person
Possibly theft but could have been Iosdpossibly attempted
theft, but could have been innocent
Other robbery or theft from the person outside the survey’s
coverage

Attempted burglary to non-conneded
domestic garageJouthouse
Burglary in a dwelling (noti]ng taken)
Burglary in a dwelling (Something taken)
Attempted burglary in a dwelling
Possible attempted burglary (insufficient
evidence to be sure)
Theft in a dwelling
Theft from a meter
Burglary from non-connected domestic
garage/outhouse - nothing taken
Burglary from non-connected domestic
garagdouthouse - something taken
Other burglary, attempted burglary, theft in a
dwelling, falling outside the survey’scoverage
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Category

6. THEIW

9. THREATS

OTHER CODES

code

60
61
62
63
64
65

66
67
68
69

7. A’11’EMPTED THEIW 71
72

73

8. CIUMfNAL DAMAGE 80
81

82

83

84

85
86
87

88

89

91

92

93

94
97

95
96

Description

Theft of carhrr
Theft from car/varr
Theft of motorbike, motorscooter or moped
Theft from motorbike, motorscooter or moped
Theft of pedal cycle
Theft from outside dwelling
(excluding theft of milk bottfes)
Theft of milk bottles from outside dwelfing
Other theft
Possible theft, possible lost property
Other theilfattempted theft falling outside survey’scoverage

Attempted theft oflfmm cadvatr
Attempted theft ofKrom motorcycle,
motomcooter or moped
Other attempted theft

Arson
Criminal damage to a motor vehicle
(f20 or under)
Criminal damage to a motor vehicle
(over S20)
Criminaf damage to the home
(f20 or under)
Criminaf damage to the home
(over f20)
Other crirninaf damage (f20 or under)
Other criminal damage (over f20)
Possibly Criminal/possibly acci&ntaf
damagehmisance with no damage
Attempted criminal damage (no damage
actuafly achieved)
Other criminaf darnage outside survey’s
coverage

l%e.at to W/assault made against, but not
necessarily to respondent

Sexual threat made against, but not necessarily
to respondent
Other threat or intimidation made against, but
not necessarily to respon&nt
Threats against others, made to the respondent
Other threatdntimidation outside survey’ s coverage

Obscene and nuisance telephone calls
Irtvahd Victim Form (e.g. no informationho offence)
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SHEET 1 ASSAULTS

Most assaults uncovered by the survey will be stmightforward incidents arising in the course of f@ly
rows, arguments between acquaintances, brawls in pubs, tights at football matches and so on. In mess
them.is no motive to steal, and no sexual motive. This main group of assaults has been divided into
three sub-groups: serious wounding, other wounding and common assault.

It is not possible to draw precise boundary lines between these three sub-~oups. Coders must use
their judgement. Guidelines ara

- a ‘serious wounding’ must involve a wound (where the skin is broken or a bone is broken) which
clearly needs immediate medical attention: and the severity of the wounding must be intentioned - the
offender must have intended to do, and succeeded in doing, really serious bodily harm.

- the majority of incidents involving assault will be either ‘other wounding’ (where thi offender
inflicts minor injuries, or unintentionally inflicts severe injuries) or

- ‘common assault’, where the victim was punched, kicked, pushed or jostled but there was no injury
or ordy negligible injury. Minor bruking or a black eye count as negligible injury. Victims of
common assault are unlikely to require any medical attention.

Sometimes, the injuries described in the text description and those coded at WhatForl will differ. In
these cases, equal weight should be placed on the two sources of information and it should be assumed
that both sets of injuries happened.

All assaults which have a sexual motive are to be classified using Sheet 3, Sexual Offences. br other
worda, if an incident is assigned one of the * aaaault codes, this means that the questionnaire
contains no suggestion of any sexual motive.

For the survey’spurposes, only the respondent can be the victim of any assault. Assaults happening to
other household membcrx are to be tm.atedas outside the survey’scoverage.

Possible codes
Codell Serious wounding
code 12 Other wounding
code 13 Common assault (no injury or negligible injury)
code 19 Assault falling outside the survey’scoverage

D

B

B

PRIORITIES

It is possible that some victims will have been assaulted in the course of a burglary. In most cases
this will be counted as a burgfary,but if the offence involved serious wounding (as defined above),
it may in some cases he counted as ‘serious wounding’ (see detailed notes).

Similarly, if the offender did some mahcious damage to property in the course of, or at the same
time aa, aasaufting the victim, this will in most cases be classified as criminrd damage (codes 81 to
89) unless the assault amounts to a serious wounding (but see Note for Guidance ID).

Threats where force was used, even if there was no iniurv, should be coded as assaults (codes 11-13)
or sexual offences (codes 31-35), depending on the t@ if force used.
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SHEET 1 CHECKLIST ASSAULTS
+’

1. ForceWho “On whom did they use force or violence?”

NOT ANSWERED * See note 1A ‘-

NOT sesuondcnt (code 2,3,4) w See note lB

RESPONDENT (may include others) (code 1)

I <

2. WhatForl “Inwhat way did they use force or violence?’
V712

Resmndcnt RAPED/ATTEMFTD RAPWSEXUALLY ASSAULTED “’-

(CCdC6,7, 8) ● Try Sheet 3

0

r

RESPONSWNO RESPONSE (Code 1,2,3,4,5,9)

3. Offfrrvit “Did the personlpsople who did it have a right to b-sinside (respondent’s

4. V71
Stoutem
V75
TryStOth

5. DescrInc

Injuryl

DocAttn

6. V77
DefaProp

7. Injuryl

NO (Code 2 or 3) b

7

/NOT ANSWERED (code 1 etc.)

“Was anything stolen’!”

“Did the Person/people who did it try to steal anything?”

YES (to either question) (code 1)
b

T

N n’tknow (to E@ questions) (code 2, etc.)

How serious was the assault? (See note lC for guidance)

Try Sheet 5

Try Sheet 4

S~OUS WOUNDING ~ Provisionally CODE 11, but refer

LIG INJURY/NO INJURY

r

“Did the personlpeople who did it darnage anything?”

YEs (code 1) ● See note lD

NO Code2)

f

“WSSthe respondent bruised, scratched, cut or injured in any way?”

YEs (code l)— CODES 12 or 13 (See Note lC) \

NO (COdC2) b CODE 13
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ASS.4ULTS: NOTES FOR GUIDANCE
..

1A

lB

lC

ID

--’

Some assaults without injury will consist of merely grabbing the respondent In these cases UseForce
(’Did the pwsonhny of the people actually use force or violence on anyone in any way, even if this
resulted in no injury?) rosy be answered ‘no’; the correct cude is likely to be 13, comn assault.
Continue with checklkt at stage 2, assuming that lespardent’ has been ringed in ForceWho.

Only the respondent can he the victim of an assault, for the purpose of the survey. Any incidents
involving assault on~, where the rcspmrdent is not a victim, should he treated as outside the survey’s
coverage (crnie 19). ff the respondent is one of several victims, cude on the bask of information about the
respondent alone.

~r any cases of burglary or other sorts of theft where serious injury was infl]cted on snmeone other
than the respmrdent.

Criteria for the three categories of assaultare

E

Examplesof injuriesfor code 13:

Co-n assaultCode la
minorscratchesor bruises
blackeye

a) No injury was W]cted
OR b) lnjur-yirrfhcted was trivialor negligible

punched kicked,pushrd orjostled
achesandpti

pvf.deal attentionnot really necessary]. headache
stiffjoints

Other wourrdine Code 12
a) fnjury infhcted

r

Examplesof injuriesfor code 12:
i.e. - substantialbruising, cuts etc. but not
amounting to a serious wound - nosebled

[rmdical attentionprobably not n=essary for a)] swollenIi@leg

OR b) Serious wound infhcted but not intentional i.e. the b~ddri~otid=
offender hurt victim more thao he intended (but
there were -.

tomcartilage

Note
wsldirrg

ff an incident involves serious wounding, it shoufd chi~ ~~
Onfy he Ccxled ‘other wounding’ if the ~~cs~
questimrnaire makes it explicit that such a serious
attackwas nut intended.

Exampkaof iqjuriesfor code 11:

Seriouswoundkie Cnde 11

L
skor bone is broken

a) offender intended to intlct really serious wound seriouscutsor buneabroken
OR b) a really serious wound WQSinfllcted and therefure *N ‘Wiom

risk of permanentinjuryor darnage internalbleedhg

Medical attentionneeded irrunedately for a) & b)]. ~~m~~””” btin
Note Du not assume that the respmrdent seeing a dwtor tigd ~dmy

means the injury is serious. A stay in hospital is ~ng ~Ehm
rnure likely tn irdcate serious injury. stabwound

headinjury
brokenrib

Code 11, serious wormdmg, rdwaystakes precedence over codes 81-89, criminal darnage. However, the
criminal damage cudes take precedence over code 12, other wounding, and code 13, assault without
inj~. @ceptiOm to MS tie CfIObe tie wh~ the *ge is vw ~vi~. md tie msa~t invOlves
injW. for e~le, if a victim is given a beating in which his eyes arebnth blacked and his cIothestom,
it makes inure sense to call this an assault than an act of criminal damage.) Arson (cude 80) takes
precedenceover all assaultcndes.

.

.
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SHEET 2: ATTEMP1’ED ASSAULT

Respondents are not asked, either in the main questionnaire ‘screener’ questions or in the victim form,
whether anyone has ~ to hit them, beat them up etc. Some respondents will have reported such
incidents, all the same; they will probably be of the nature: “Someone took a swing at me in a pub”.
Attemuted assaults are not the same thing as threatened assaults,

For the survey’s purpose, only the respondent cart be the victim of an attempted assault. Attempted
assaults happ&ing to other household ‘membersshould be referred if this is th~ only offence.

Possible codes

Code 21 Attempted assault.

PRIORITDLS

● If attempted assault is “competing” with any other offence classification, except threats,
the other offence takes precedence. Attempted assault takes precedence over threats
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SHEET 2 CHECKLIST: ATTEMITED ASSAULT

1. V71O “Did the person/people who did it actually hit anyone or use force or violence?”

UseForce
YES - on respondent (ForceWfro coded 1) c Try Sheet 1

YES - but not on respondent (ForceWho coded 2, 3,4)— See Note 2A

No (UseForce coded 2)

I
2. DescrInc

3. OffInvit

4. V71
StoUtem
Whatstol
V75

TryStOtls

5. V77
DefaProp

Did anyone try to hit or try to use force or violence on the resrxmrdent?

NO *~ be Code21

YES

1
“Did the person@ople who did it have a right to be inside (respondent’s
home)?”

NO (code 2 or 3) +

YES/NOT ANSWERED (code 1 etc.)

I
‘rWas anything stolen?”

“Did the persortlpeople who did it try to steal anything?”

YES (to either question - code 1) ●

NO (to both questions - code 2)

Try Sheet 5

Try Sheet 4

“Did the Person/people who did it damage anything?”

YES (code 1) F Try Sheet 8

NO (Code 2) b CODE 21

A’l”llZMFTED ASSAULT NOTES FOR GUIDANCE

2A An incident may involve an attempt to assault the respondent and a successful attack on someone
elsq in this case the incident should be counted as a code 21.
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SHEET 3: SEXUAL OFFENCES

Most sexual offenccs uncovered by the survey will have an element of physical assault to them, and
besides, some sexual offences will cccur in combination with offences such aa robbery. The survey
uses six codes for sexual offences.

Codes 32-34 all involve attacks not amounting to rape. Code 32, serious woundirw with sexual
motive refers to incidents which would be classified as serious wounding (code 11) if it were not for—.
the sexual motive. (The criteria for serious wounding arc as set out on sheet 1).

Indecent assaults, code 35, refer to incidents involving no injury atypical case might be perpetrated by

a “groper” on a train or bus. An assault maybe indecent if ita - was clearly sexual, even tbougb

the specific act was not of an explicitly sexual character.

Indecent exposure (“flashers”) does @ count aa indecent assault. Cede as ‘other sexu~ offence’
(code 39).

Possible codes

code 31 Rape
Code 32 Serious wounding with sexual motive
code 33 Other wounding with sexual motive
code 34 Attempted rape
code 35 Indecent assault
code 39 other sexual offence, falling outaide the survey’scoverage.

●

●

●

●

PRIORITIES

An incident of ~ is counted aa a code 31 (rape), regardless of any other offence with which it is
combined. For example, if a mpc takes place in the course of a burglary, it is to be classified aa a
rape, not a burglary. I
Code 32 (serious wounding with sexual motive), takea precedence over any offence with which it
can occur in combination (except, of course, rape and except arson).

Code 33 (other wounding with sexual motive), and cede 34 (attempted rape), do not take precedence
over codes for robbery, burglary, criminal damage and most thefta.

Code 35 (indecent assault), doca M take precedence over codes for mb~, bmglary. ~fin~
damage and theft.

Responder Both male @ femafe respondents can be the victim of WXU~ offences. Sexual offen~s

not in combination with any other crime should be referred to the Home Office.
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SHEET 3 CHECKLIST: SEXUAL OFFENCES

1. WhatFor

2. VII
StolItem
V75
TryStOth

3. Oflinvit

4. DeaerInc
Injuryl

‘In what way did they use force or violence on respondent?’

NO RESPONSE ● See Note 3A

ANY RESPONSE INCLUDING RAPE (Any code 6) — CODE 31

ANY RESPONSE INCLUDING ATTEMPTED RAPFJ

SEXUAL ASSAULT (Ally COde7,8)
I
+

“Was anything stolen?”
“Did the Person/people who did it try to steal anything?”

YES (to either question - code 1) ● See Note 3B

1

N (to both questions - code 2)

“Did the pemosr/peoplewho did it have a right to be inside
(respondent’s home)?”

NO (code 2 or 3) ● See Note 3C

7

/NOT ANSWERED (code 1 etc.)

“Did the incident involve serious injury?’ (See Note lB for guidance)

—

+

+

NO, JNJURY B~ NOT SERIOUS

NO INJURY

‘Tnwhat way did they use force or violence on respondent?”

ATEAWIED RAPE (no injury- cede 7) ~CODE 34

SEXUALLY ASSAULTED (no injuty - code 8) — CODE 35

+ A~ RAPE (injury, but not serious- cede 7) ~ CODE 34

I + SEXUALLY ASSAULTED (injury, but not serious- code 8) -b CODE 33

whoDoe ‘

5. whatFo

t

ATEMPTED RAPE (serious injury - code 7) — CODE 32

SEXUALLY ASSAULTED (serious injury - code 8) ‘CODE 32
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SEXUAL OFFENCES: NOTES FOR GUIDANCE

3A There will be some cases of indecent assault, code 35, in which no force or violence was used. In
these, WhatFor will not be completed. For the purposes of classification, coders should assume
that the response ‘sexually assaulted’ has been coded in WhatFor, and that the response ‘no’ has
been coded for Injury; they should complete the checklist accordingly.

If De@nc indicates that the incident was one of attempted rape (code 34) but WhatFor has not
been answered, coders should assume that the response ‘attempted rape’ has been coded in
WhatFor, and that the rwponse ‘no’ has been coded for Injury, they should then complete the
checldist accordingly.

3B If the respondent is simultaneously the victim of robbery or attempted robbery or theft from the
person @of rape or serious wounding with sexual motive. the incident should be coded ~ ~pe
or serious wounding with aexusd motive. However, if robbery, attempted robbery or theft from
the person occur in combination with other wounding with sexual motive, attempted ra~ or
indecent wsault, the sexual offence codes do@ take precedence.

3C If the respondent is the victim of rape or serious wounding with sexual motive in the course of a
burglary, the incident is given one of the two sexual offence codes rather than a burglary code.

If someone other than the respondent is the victim of rape or serious wounding with sexual
motive in the course of a burglary, the case should be referred to the Home OffIce.

If any lesser sexual offence occurs in the course of a burglary, the incident is coded as burglary.
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SHEET 4 ROBBERY, SNATCH THEFTS AND OTHER THEFI’S FROM THE PERSON
(INCLUDING AlTEMPTS)

Robbery involves the we of force or threat of force to a person immediately before or at the time”of a

theft. (A threat can be simply imtrlied e.g. “Give us your wsflet”. The presence of a weapon is an
implied threat, even if it is not actually used). Robbery is to be distinguished from snatch thefts and
other thefta from the person. Snatch thefts have no element of threat, and only minimal force; they
involve speed rather than force or threat - for example, pulling a handbag off a woman’s shoulder or
snatching a purse from a shopping bag. However, a snatch which turns into a ‘tug of war’ between
victim and offen&r involves mom.than minimal force, and should be counted as robbery. Other thefts
from the oerson involve neither force, tlrmats nor snatching, but the offender intenda that the victim
should remain unaware of the theft whilst it is being committed – pickpocketing being the prime
example.

Respondents are likely to use the term ‘mugging’ to refer to robbery and snatches, but not to other
thefts from the person. Robberies will be rare. If someone is threatened or attacked by an intruder in
their home, the element of robbery will usually be absent but see the detailed fist.

Some thefta and attempted thefta of.pem.onal property may need to be classified under code 67 or 73
instead of here. The following broad hierarchy applies to thefta of personal property

robbery(41,42) force used was more than necessary to snatch property away (including ‘tug of war’
betweenvictimand offender)or threatsused, whetheror not victim actually holding items
(if dormstic hXSdOIl,msy b code 55 OrsSsauk/wourrding)

snatch(43,45) force used was just to snatch property away or no force used, but victim clearly aware of
the indent as it happened@respondent actualtyholdingitemstakenor carryingthem on
tlreiipsrson.

Steafrh(44,45) no force used aud respondentclearly unawareof incident~d respondent-Y hol~g
iternsor carryingthem on theirperson(e.g.pursein pocket,holdingbag).

other (67,73) no force used and respondentnot sctuatty holdingitems or carryingthem on theii person.
(’Ibis includesbag put down by someone’sf- a purse on a ahoppingtrolley, sorrMI@
put down on a shop counter for a white, and items welt away from respondent at tbe tirm
e.g. thingsIefi in cloakrrmms).

Sometimes, the respondent may I_wunclear whether they bad their pockets picked or lost their wallet or
my vrt behaviour which may or may not have been attempted thefi. In such cases code 48 appfies.

Resportdenti Onfy the respondent can be the victim of this group of offencea.

Possiblecodes
PRIORITIES

code 41 Robbery
Code42 Attemptedrobbery
code 43

● Where robberiesoccur in cornbiion
Snatchthetl frombe person

corte44
with other offences, code 41 takes

Othertheft fromthe person
code 45 Attemptedthetl fromthe person

precedmre over rdlothers exceptrape,

Code48
code 31. Snatch theft and other thefts

Possiblytieti but coutdhavebeen 10ss/ fmmthepcrson, bytheiinature, wilt
possibly attempted thetl but could have been ❑ ot occur in combination with any
innocent

Code49
orher offences excep~ conceivably,

Otherrobbery,theft fromthe person,fatlingontside
the survey’scoverage.

criminaldamage,over which they take
precedence.
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SHEET 4 CHECKLIST ROBBERIES, ATTEMPTED ROBBERIES, SNATCH
~S. OTHER THEFI’S FROM THE PERSON. #-

1. DescrInc

ATTEMI%ED THEIWS FROM THE PERSON

Was respondent a victim of this incident?

NO
b

See Note 4A

2. OffInHorn

3.

4.

5.

UaeForee
ForeeWho
ThreaVlo
who Harm

W5
TryStOtb

6. DeacrInc
G

V71
StoUtem
Whatstol
V79

7. V75
TryStOth
Deserlnc

V79

T
“Was the Person/people who did it inside the home?’

.“

YES (code 1) F See Note 4B ..

NOT ANSWERED/NO/DONT KNOW (Code 2 etc.)
I
+

“Did they use forve or violence on resrmndent’?”
“Did they threaten respondent’?”

UNCLEAR ➤ See Note 4E

NO -NO FORCE OR THREATS AGAINST ANYONE —skip to 6

Or onlyminimalforceneedede.g. to pult handbagfromshordder.

YES* (either force or threat againat RESPONDENT)

Las any?hingstolen?”

YES (code 1) “ CODE 41

NO(COd122)

J
“Did the persordpeople who did it try to steal anything~

YES (code 1) ● CODE 42

NO/DGNT KNOW(code 2 etc.) ~See Note 4D

1
Was anything stolen? Was it taken physically from respondent?
Was nqon&nt holding/carrying (any of) what was stolenknatched

(CODE 43) from respondent? Or was it taken by stealth (CODE 44)

YES ‘ See Note 4E

+

“Did the personlpeople who did it try to steal anything?”
Did they try to take anything physically from the respondent?
Was the respon&nt hoMing/carrying (any of) what was stolen?

Yfz” F CODE 45

NO ● See Note.4F
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ROBBERIES AND THEFTS FROM THE PERSON NOTES FOR GUIDANCE

4A For an incident to be coded with this group of codes (4149), the respondent must be a victim.
(Other people might also be victims simultaneously).

If the respondent was simply accompanying someone else who was robbed (or someone else who
suffered a theft from the person), no offence has occurred for the purposes of the survey, and the
incident should he referred.

But, if the respondent was accompanying someone else who was robbed, and the respondent was
attacked in the course of the robbery, the incident should be coded as an assault (codes 11-19).

4B If someone btwka into a house and tlueatens the acupanta in the furtherance of theft - in order
e.g. to make them open up a safe - this is code 41, robbery. But if someone breaks into a house to
steal and is disturbed by the occupants wbo (W to) stop him, this is burglary rather than robbcxy
or attempted robbery - try burglary (sheet 5).

4C If thtm.is no attempt to steal anything belonging to the respondent, and form or threata were used
against another pcraon, not the respondent, the incident should be referred.

.

4D If them was no attempt to steal anythrg from anyone, the wrong sheet haa been selecti, try
sheet 1 or sheet 9.

If there was no theft and no attempt to steal from the respondent, see Note 4A above.

4E Robbery involves the use of force or threat of fmce before or at the time of a theft. A tltmat can,
for these purpmes, be simply irrtpfied Snatch thefts (code 43) involve w threat and ordy
minimal fome.- e.g. pulling a handbag from someone’s grasp, or off their shoulder. Aa soon as
the victim offers any resistance, mote than ‘minimal’ force haa been u@ and the offence
hecomea one of robbery (code 41) or attempted robbery, code 42. Snatching a purse from a
shopping basket counts aa a snatch theft ‘Other thefta fmm the person’ (code 44) involve -,
pickpocketing for example, and covertfy taking a purse ftom a shopping basket. Victims will not
kome aware of ‘other theft from the person’ until after the event - in contrast to robberies and
snatches. (1 may he helpfid to check Aware ‘Were you awate of what was happening?”)

4F If them was no theft and no attempt to steal anything, the wrong sheet haa been aelwti, try sheet
1 or sheet 9.

If them was no attempt to steal anything from the tesoondent sw note 4A above.
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SHEET 5: BURGLARY, ATTEMPTED BURGLARY AND THIMT IN A DWELLING

Burelarv from a dwelling consists of entering the respondent’s dwelling as a trespasser with the intention of
committing theft, rape, grievous bodily harm or unlawful d~ge (whether the intentiOnis cfied tfrrOughOr
not). Burglary dce.s not rrecessarily involve forced entry; a burglar can walk in through an open door, or gain
access by, for example, impersonating a gas man, electrician etc. It does not matter to whom the burgled
property belongs - just the fact thatit is taken from the respondent’s household premises.

The “dwelling” is a house orjlat or any outhouse or garage linked to the dwelling via a connecting door. The
“dwelling” need not be the respondent> permanent residence. Temporary residences (holihy cottages, hotel
rooms) count. Burglary from a friends house would, however, he outaidethe scope of the survey.

For burglary to have occurred, the offender must have _ the home. The home “begins” at any door or
window whether open or shut. For example, theft from an open porch (a pnrch without a donr) would not
count as burglary, but theft from a porch with a dnnr would, even if the door was open at the time. ‘Common
areas’ (e.g. haflway) of flats are included if usually secure. Garages are included if they are linked to the
dwellig via a comectirrg door. If the garage is not linked to the house with a donr, it is not ‘burglary from a
dwelling’. Assume outhouses are not linked to dwellings unless this is clearly the case.

For there to k an attemuted burzlmy, there must k clear evidence that the offender made an actual, physical
attempt to gain entry to the home (e.g. damage to locks or broken donrs; glass psrrel in the deer smashed;
broken windows where the respondent said someone had tried to get in to the home). Fcmxprirrtsin the garden,
darnage to backlside gates, or even sighting an intmder in a garden, is not suftlcient evidence for an attempted
burglary. If no evidence of attemptedtheft, but damage was done, refer to sheet 8, or, if threat,to sheet 9.

Theft in a dwelling consists of theft committed iII.@ (indonrs not outaide) a ho= by somebody who was
entitled to be there at the time of the offence. Thetis in dwellings are committed, for example, by guests at
pmties and by workmen with legitimate access. Thefts from rm%rs in dwelfirrgsare to be classified separately,
onless these occurred in the course of burglary.

‘here are special rrdes regtimg vehicles and hicvcles stolen during the course of a burglary, so that if these
were the ordv things stolen, itcormtsas tfreftofifrom vehicle or bicycle theft rather than burglary
(see Note 5D for ~tails).

Possible codes

Code 50 Attempted burglary to non-connected

domstic garagdouthouse
Code 51 Burgky in a dwelling (nothing taken)
Code 52 Burglary in a dwelling (something taken)
Code 53 Attempted burglary in a dwelling
Code 54 Possible attemptedburglary
Code 55 Theft in a dwelling
Code 56 Theft from meter
code 57 Burglary from anon-connected

domestic garageJouthouw (nothing taken)
Code 58 Burglary from a non+omected domestic

garage/OrrthOuse(something taken)
Cede 59 Burglary/attemptedburglaryhlreft in a

dwelling falling outside survey’s coverage

PIUoRfTfEs

Burgkuy, attempted burglary and theft in a
dwelliig may afl occur in combination with a
number of other offences, and almost always
take precedence over other offences. The
exceptions are serious wounding, (code 11),
rape (code 31) and serious wormdlng with
sexual motive (code 32). E.g. if a burglar
seriously injures a respondent who dkturbs
him, this may be classified as a cnde 11,
serious wourrdmg (but see detailed list).

Arson (code 80) takes precedence over
burglary but all cases of arson shoufd he
referrai.
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SHEET 5 CHECKLIST: BURGLARY, ATTEMPTED BURGLARY, THEIT IN A

1. WherVlct
HomGarag

2. OffInHorn

3. Offhwit

4. V71O
UseForce

V711

Tlmeavlo

5. V71
StoUtem

6. WhatStol

7. TryInsid

DWELLING

Was incident “inside own home” or in a garage connected to the house
(including attempts)?

NO (All codes except code 1 ) — See Notes 5A & 5D
(CODES 50,57 or 58)

YE (Code 1 only)
1

“WSSthe person/people who did it actually inside your home’V

NO/DONT KNOW (Code 2, etc) b skip to 7

YEs (code 1)

1

“Did the person/people who did it have a right to be inside
(respondent’s home)?”

UNCLEAR “ See Note 5B

YZS (Code 1)
b

skip to 5

NO (Code 2 or 3)
4

“Did the person/people who did it actually hit anyone or use force or
violence?” “Did they theaten to use force or violence?”

YES (to either - code 1) ● See Note 5C

9
NO OT ANSWEREDDONT KNOW (Code 2, etc)

“Was anything at afl stolen?”

NO (and offender no right to be in home) z CODE 51
(StoUtem = 2 and OffInvit = 2 or 3)

YES (and offender no right to be in home) ~ODE 52
(V71 or StolItem. 1 and OffInvit = 2 or 3) (See Note 5D)

NO (and offender entitled to be in home) — Must be wrong sheet
(StoUtem = 2 and OfHnvit = 1)

YES (and offender entitled to be in home)
(V71 or StofItem = 1 and Offlnvit = 1)

J

“What was taken?”

MONEY FROM METER “ CODE 56

ANYJZ3NG ELSE “ CODE 55

“Did they try to get inside?”
b

YES (Code 1) b CODE 53
NO/DK/UNCLEAR (Code 2, etc) See Note 5E - CODE 54
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BURGLARY, ATTEMPTED BURGLARY AND THEBT IN A DWELLING: NOTES FOR
GUIDANCE

5A A burglary occurs only when the offender or any part of their body has_ the home. For the
purposes of the survey, the ‘home’ here includes outhouses and garages linked to the dwelling via
a connecting door, but excludes the grounds - i.e. garden - of a home, and garages and outhouses
with no connecting doors to the home. Burglaries from such non-connected garages and
outhouses are dealt with by codes 50, 57 and 58. ‘Entering the home’ means any part of the
offender’s body (e.g. reaching a hand through a window to steal something or taking mail from a
letter-box on the entry door).

The home may be a temporary dwelling (holiday cottage) which the respondent has rented.
Thefts from hotel bedrooms are probably ‘other theft’, code 67.

Caravans: an actual or attempted break-in to a caravan parked on the respondent’s property
counts as burglary/attempted burglary to a non-conneeted outhouse (codes 50, 57 or 58). An
actuallattempted break-in to a caravan parked elsewhere (not bekg lived in) counts as ‘other
theft’ (code 67) or ‘other attempted theft’ (code 73). An actual/attempted break-in to a caravan
parked elsewhere which ~ being lived in, is possibly a burglary and should be referred (code 01).

(Note that if the whole caravan or parts of it are stolen while parked on the respondent’s property,
this is ‘theft from outside dwelling’ (code 65). If parked elsewhere, it is ‘other theft’ code 67).

In some cases of attempted burglary, VVherVict maybe wrongly completed, ‘outside own home’
being given as the response to “Where did it happen?” rather than ‘inside own home (including
attempted break-ins)’. In these cases, assume for the purpose of classification that the response
‘inside own home’ has been given.

Deliberate damage to a backkide gate (even if in order to effect entry) but without proof of actual
or attempted entry to the home or any outhouse should be coded as criminal damage. Damage to
bck.dpadfocks of sheds or other outbuildings should be coded as attempted outhouse burglary
(code 50). Damage to doors will usually be attempted burglary (unless it was obviously not part
of an attempt to get in).

5B Thefts in dwellings are committed, for example, by guests at parties and by workmen with
legitimate access. ‘Ilsefts from a meter arc classified separately unless they occurred in the course
of a burglary. A person who gets access to a house by impersonating an oftlcial has no right to be
inside the house. A gatecrasher at a party or someone who uses false pretences is trespassing and
so leads to a burglary code.

SC If someone breaks into a house and threatens the occupants in the furtherance of theft - in order
e.g. to make them open up the safe - this is code 41, robbery, or code 42, attempted robbery. But
if someone breaks into a house in order to steal without intending to confront the occupants, and
is disturbed by the occupants, who try to stop him, thk is burglary (codes 51 or 52), except in the
following situation

If a burgfar seriously wounds any member of the household, the case should be referred. (If
anyone is seriously wounded with a weapon belonging to the burgkm, the offence in law is
‘aWavati b~gl~’, ~d the code will k 51 or 52. But if the respondent is serious] y wounded
by anything other than a weapon belonging to the offender, the incident should be coded as a
serious wounding, code 11. If anyone other than the respondent is seriously wounded by
m~lng other th~ a weapon belonging to the burglar, the incident should in theory be excluded
from the survey, behg a code 11 with a victim other than the respondent).

If anyone was the victim of ‘other wounding’ or ‘assault without injury’, in the course of a
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burglary, the incident is still coded as burglary - code51 or 52.

5D If theft of/from a motor vehicle occurs in a connected garage or unconnected garage/outhouse,
and these are the ~ things stolen, this should be coded as theft of/from a vehicle (codes 60-63),
rather than burglaryhfreft from dwelling. However, if anything else was stolen, or an attempt was
made to steal something else, it counts as burglaryhheft from dwelling,

If onlv bicvcles were stolen from a non-connected garagelouthouse and no attempt was made to
steal anything else, this should be coded as bicycle theft (code 64), not outhouse burglary.
However, if anything else was stolen, or an attempt was made to steal something else, it is
OUthOUSC burglary (COCk 58).

If onlv bicvcles were stolen from a connected garage and they were taken easily (e.g. dcor left
open), this also counts as bicycle theft (code 64). If the offender had to break in, however, or
mwng eise WaS stolen as well, code as burglary (code 52).

5E It may not be clear whether the offender tried to get inside. If footprints were noticed in a
flowerbed, or snow, this is not by itself evidence of an attempted burgl~, the offender might just
be a nosy parker, or a peeping Tom. Similarly an intruder sighted in a garden may not be a
burglary. Such cases should be coded as code 54 ‘possible attempted burglary’.

A burglary of commercial premises is out of scope, urdes the burglar was in living accommodation or
personal items belonging to the respondent were taken, in which case an ‘other theft’ code would
apply.
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SHEET 6 THEFT OF/FROM CAIUVAN, THEFT OF/FROM MOTORBIKE ETC,
THEIT OF PEDAL CYCLE, THEFP FROM OUTSfDE DWELLING AND OTHER THE3W

Theft is sonwhing of a residual category, classified by eliminating contenders such aa burglary and robbery.
Within the theft classifications, ‘theft in a dwelling’ code 55, (defined on sheet 5), takes precedence over ‘theft
of pedal cycle’ (code 64) and ‘other theft’ (code 67). Thus a bicycle stolen from inside a house by somebudy
who was not trespassing at the time is counted as ‘theft in a dwelling’. But ‘theft of pedal cycle’ takes
precedence over ‘theft outside a dwelling’ (cude 65) as do all theft classifications except ‘other theft’.

A bicycle helonging to the household stolen from another person’s home or garden is an in-stops bicycle theft.

Theft from motor vehicles refers both to theft of parts and accessories of motor vehicles and to theft of
contents. ‘fhe classification system makes no distinction ktween attempted thefts ~f and mm mOtOrve~cles.
because it is often difficult to distinguish these. Where a vehicle and its contents are stolen and the vehicle is
subsequently recovered without the contents, this still counts as theft Lf a vehicle.

Do not include smaIl children’s bicycles or tricycles in theft of pedaf cycles such thefts shordd be treated in the
same way as general household propcxty (e.g. cede 65).

In some cases, the questionnaire will indicate that respondents were in doubt as to whether they had lost
sormthing or had it stolen. In any case where doubt is clearly expressed, the incident should he cuded as code
68, ‘possible theft, possible lost property’.

Sometimes it is diftlcrdt to dktinguish crirninaf darnage from theft. (e.g. aerials broken off cars, lighting
removed from house walls). The Widkg principle is that for something to have been stolen it has to be re-
usable elsewhere. If ~ aerial or wipera were taken, code as criminal damage (81-82), (unless they were
removed without bAmg broken). However, cafe theft of wing mirrors or car badges as theft from vehicle
(codes 61 or 63).

I PRIORITIES I
. When theft occurs with a shaightforward assault, the classification is neither one of assault nor theft, but

robbery. Similarly the classification of burgfary embraces the element of theft. When theft occurs in
cornbiition with raw or scrioua wounding with sexurd motives (cudes 31 and 32) the theft codes do not take
precedence.

. Theft will frequently occur in combination with criminal damage - for example, where the paintwork of a car is
damaged and something taken off or from a car. Jn these cases the theft cudes abrrost invariably take
precedence over the criminal damage cudes (codes 81 to 89). This is so even if the damage is very extensive
and the theft very smafk the exception is where the criminal damage amnrmts to ~where a house is set on
f~. Such cases should he cuded 80 and referred. Note however, thatwhere a car is stolen and later found burnt
out, this shoufd be coded aa a vehicle theft (code 60), not arson.

Possible codes
Code 60 Theft of carhrr
Cude 61 Thefi from carhn
Code 62 Theft of motorbike, motoracooter or muped
Cude 63 Theft from motofiike, mntorsconter or rnuped
Code 64 Theft of @al cycle
Code 65 Theft from outaide dwelhmg (excluding theft of milk bottles)
Codc66 Theft of milk bottles from outaide dwelling
Code 67 Other theft
Code 68 Possible theft, pnssible lost property
Ccule 69 Other Ureftlattemptedtheft falhmg outaidethe survey’s coverage.
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SHEET 6 CHECKLIST: THEIWS OF/FROM MOTOR VEHICLES, OF PEDAL
CYCLES, FROM OUTSIDE DWELLINGS, OTHER
THEFr

1. OffInHorn “Was the Person/people who did it inside the home?”
TryInsid “Did they try to get inside?”

YES (to either question - code 1) - Try Sheet 5 (but see Note 6A first)

DONT KNOW b See Note 6B

NOT ANSWEREWNO (to both questions)
1

2. V71O “Did the Person/people who did it hit anyone or use force/violence ?“
UseForce “Did the persort/people who did it threaten to use force or violence?”
V711
ThreaVlo YES (to either question - code 1) “ Tty Sheet 4

NO ($ both questions)/NOT ANSWERED /DK (code 2)

3. V71 “Was anything at all stolen?”
StolItem

NO (Code 2) ● Try Sheet 7
NOT CLEAR + See Note 6B
YES$Code 1)

4. Whatstoi “What was taken?”
DescrIn “Where from?” (Check for thefta ~ vehicles at V73N74)

CARNAN (Check Whatstol for vehicle thefts -code 1) ‘CODE 60
(See Note 6D)

ARTICIM FROM C-AR/VAN’ iv73n4 wiu clsrit+mde 3) ‘CODE 61
(See Note 6E)

MOTOR BIICWSCOOTEIUMOPED(Cede 2) ‘CODE 62

ARTICLES FROM MOTORBJIW
scooTERfMoPED (code 3) ● CODE 63

PEDAL CYCLE (code 9) ● CODE 64

MILK BOTTLES ONLY bSee Note 6F

ANYTHING TAKEN PHYSICALLY FROM
RESPONDENT (V79) ● Try Sheet 4

ANYTHING ELSE
J

5. WherVlct “Did it happr immediately outside own home (on same premises)’?”

YES (cede 2)
NO

➤ CODE 65

4
6. DescrInc “Was respondent the victim?”

‘CODE 67
NO - OTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBER — See Note 6G

1 If anaerialfromacar is reportedstolen,countthk ascriminaldamage.
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THEFTS OF/FROM MOTOR VEHICLES, OF PEDAL CYCLES, FROM OUTSIDE
DWELLfNGS, OTHER TI-IIWR NOTES FOR GUfDANCE.

6A

6B

6C

6D

m

6F

60

If the offender was inside the home, this is usually burglary. However, there are special nrles covering
theti ot7from vehicles and of bkycles:

If theft of/from a motor vehicle nccurs in a connected garage or unconnected garagelouthouse, and these
are the @y things stolen, this should he ceded as theft oflfrom a vehicle (cedes 60-63), rather than
burglaryltheft from dwelling. However, if anything else was stolen, or an attempt was made to steal
something else, it counts as burgkwyhheft frnm dwelling.

If onlv hicvcles were stnlen from a non-connected garagelouthouse and no attempt was made to steal
mythirrg else. thk shOuld bS coded ss Wlcycle theft (ctie 64), not outhouse burglary. However, if
anything else was stolen, nr an attempt tie to steal something eke, it is outhouse burglary (code 58).

If ordv bicvcles were stolen from a connected garage and they were taken easify (e.g. dnnr left open), this
also counts as bicycle theft (cnde 64). If the offender had to break in, however,or anydringelse was
stolenas well,codeas burglary(cede 52).

It may not be clear whether the offender tried to get inside the respondent’s home; footprints in
flowerbeds or snow do not count as suftlcient evidence; seeing a person in the garden isn’t evidence of
attemptedentry. If in doubt, regard ‘don’tknow’ as ‘no’for bntb OtllnHom andTrylnsid.

If somethingis missing but may have been lost rather than stolen, the correct cnde is 68, ‘pnssible tfreft,
possible lost property’ - for example, &longings left on a trainand not recovered.

Theiis of company cars are in scope. However, thefts of hired cars am out of scope. If any of the
respondent’s property was inside the stolen hired cm, this counts as ‘other theft’, code 67 @t as a theft
frnm a vehicle). If ~ the hired car was stolen, the incidem is out of scope (code 69).

Include caravanettesand light vans. Refer cases of then of lorries, tractors,heavy vans. AssurrE thatvans
are light vans unless this is clearly not the case.

Tlrefls of the respondent’s _ prnperly frnm hn-ries/workvamhired cars should be coded as ‘other
theft’ (cede 67), @as thefts frnm vehicles.

Where the respondent’s belongings have been stolen from other oeoc.les’ private cars (or homes or
garages), the incident is out of scope (code 69 nr 59). However, where otfrerpeoples’ property has been
stolen from the respondent’s car (or home or garage), even if none of the respondent’s property was
stolen, the incident is in XOF and should be coded as a vshd thefi from a vehicle (code 61 or 63), or a
valid burglary.

If an incident involves tfrefi of mifk bottles and nothing else from outside the home, a victim form shoufd
not have been completed and cnde 66, ‘theft of mifk bottles from outside dwellhrg’ applies.

Onlv the respondent can be the victim of ‘other theft’. cnde 67. If another household msmber is the
vicb of theft, and the theft dries not tit any one of cndes 61-69, refer the incident.

OfYences against businesses run by the respondent are out of scnpe, but if the respnn&nt is clearly a one-
marr-band(e.g. a brdkler who has his own tools stolen), the incident is in scope (’other theft’, cnde 67).

Respnrrdent: Ordy the respmrdent can be the vicdrrrof ‘other theft’, cnde 67. Any member of the household
can be the main victim of the remaining categories. Afl cases where the victim is neither the respondent nor a
household member - e.g. the respondent’s employing company, shcndd be CCXJEXI@ (theft outside the sur-vey’s

coverage).
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SHEET Z ATTEMPTED THEET
(EXCLUDING ATTEMPTED THEFT FROM THE PERSON)

The most frequent categories of attempted theft are likely to be codes 71 and 72, attempted theft of or
from carslvans or motorbikes/scooters/mopeds. frr their nature it will often be impossible to say
whether these incidents were attempts to steaf the vehicle or just parts/contents.

There are no codes for attempted theft in a dwelling, attempted theft of a meter, of a pedal cycle or
from outside a dwelling; anY such attempted thefts which emerge should be coded as other attempted
theft (code 73) provided that the respondent is the victim; othem-ise they should be referred. -

Attempted theft from the person (code 45) is dealt with on Sheet 4.

Possible codes
code 71 Attempted theft of/from carlvan
Code 72 Attempted theft oflfrom motorbike, motorscooter or moped
Code 73 Other attempted theft

PRIORITIES

. Evidence for attempted theft of/from motor vehicles will often be damage (to locks, etc.): the
attempted theft codes take priority over the criminaf damage codes, except Arson (code 80).
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SHEET 7 CHECKLIST: A’ITEMPTED THEFT OF/FROM MOTOR VEHICLES,
‘OTHER ATTEMITED THEIT

1. OffInHom
TryInsid

2. V71O
UseForce
V711
ThreaVio

3. V71
StoIItem

4. V75
TryStOth
VVhTrySt
FromVeh

5. DescrInc
V79

6. DeacrInc

“Was the persorr/people who did it actually inside?”

“Did they try to get inside (respondent’s home)?”

YES (to either question) ● Try Sheet 5

!

NO ANSWERED/NO/DONT KNOW (Code 2, etc.)

“Did the persotrlpeople who did it actually hit anyone or use force or
violence?”
“Did the Person/people who did it tfueaten to use force or violence?”

YES (to either - code 1) + Try Sheet 4

NO/NOT ANSWEREEYDONT KNOW (Code 2, etc.)

I
“Was anything stoien’?”

YES (Code 1) ● Try Sheet 6

r

NO( odc2)

“Did they try to steal anything?”
“What did they try to steal’?”

NOTHING + .%x Note 7A

CARNAN OR PARTSICONTENTS
FROM CAR/VAN (Code 1,3) ● CODE 71

MOTORBIKENCOOTERA40PED
OR PARTWCONTENTS (Code 2,3) — CODE 72

G ELSE (All other codes)

Were you holding or carrying any of what they tried to steal?
(i.e. did the persorr/people try to take something physically
from the resrxmdent? - e.g. from hand, pocket, purse or bag?)

YEs (code 1)
b

CODE 45

?
NO ONT KNOW (Code 2, etc.)

Was the attempt to steal something from the restmndent?

YEs F CODE 73

NO - FROM SOMEONE ELSE b See Note 7B
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ATTEMPTED THEIT OF/FROM MOTOR VEHICLES, ‘OTHER’ ATTEMPTED THEFT:
NOTES FOR GUIDANCE

7A If there wm no attempt to steal anything, the wrong sheet has been selected.
Try damage sheet (Sheet 8).

It maybe unclear what the attempt was aimed ac DescrInc may contain additional information.

There can be considerable ambiguity as to whether the incident is one of attempted theft or
criminal darnage. In such cases, the incident should be coded as attempted theft if any of the
following conditions apply
the offender actuafly got into the car
the darnage was concentrated around the lock (e.g. scratches round the door lock, lock punched
out)
the quartcrlight was smashed (or similar darnage of the type which suggests that the offender was
trying to_ the vehicle)
the radio was pulled out or glove compartment ransacked
other evidence exists of an attempt to steal

Smashed windscreens count as criminal damage (unless something else happened which
indicates theft e.g.. also tried to pull out radio).

Respondent
7B only the respondent can be the victim of ‘other attempted theft’. If, for example, a victim form

reports an attempt to steal a bicycle from a household memtw other than the respondent, the
incident should be referred.
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SHEET 8: CRIMINAL DAMAGE

Arson(cnde 80) consists of causing deliberate damage by tire. This mde takes precedence over all others, the
one exception beirg where a vehicle is stolen and later found burnt out, when code 60 applies. All cases
involving arann should be referred for checking.

Criminal darnage dries not just refer to vandalism, but to any intentional and malicious damage done to the
property belonging to the respondent, or to their home or vehicles. Offenders and victims are quite like}y to
know one another, as in arguments between ex-friends, Iandlordhenant etc. Criminal damage to the home
includes dnnrs, windows, gates, fences, planta, shmbs and belongings in the garden - but excludes motor-
vehlcles in driveways etc. Include damage to rented property as in-wope. Where damage is solely to a dnnr
(e.g. glass panel in door smaahcd, damage to lnck, tried to smash dnnr down), or there are smashed windows
where the respondent said the offender was trying to get in, this is likely to be an attemptedburglary (sheet 5).

Criminal damage does not include cases where the damage could be repaired by the Iabonr of the victim
without outaide cost (e.g. throwing eggs at a house or vehicle, flour emptied on a car, nsbbkh dumped on a
dnnrstep, drawing on wafls with chalk, dogs fordiig) or cases where there is nuisance only (e.g. letting down
car tyres). These should be coded as 87. Criminal damage also dries not include damage which is probably
accidental (see Note 8C). Refer any doubtful cases. Code 88 covers cases where there was a definite but
unsuccessful attemptto commit criminal damage.

A smashed windscreen counts as criminal damage (cde 82) unless there is also evidence of an attemptto steal.

Possible codes
Code 80
Cnde81
Cnde 82
Code 83
Code 84
Ccuie 85
Code 86
Code 87
Code 88
Cnde 89

.

.

.

.

Arson
Criminal damage to a motor vehicle(S20or under)
Criminaldamageto a mntorvehicle (overf20)
Criminaldamageto the home (f20 or mrder)
Criminafdamagetn the horrw(overf20)
Other criminal danrage (f20 or under)
Other criminal damage (over E20)
Possibly crimirdpnssibly accidental damagefnuiaance with no damage
Attempted criminal damage (no damage actuallyachieved)
Other criminal damage falling outaide the survey’s coverage.

PRfoRITfEs

When crirninaf darnage occurs in combination with burglary or robbery, the burglary and robbery cndes
take precedence over the criminal damage cmies. When criminal damage nccurs in combination with
theft, the incident is alwaysm be claasificd as theft, except where the damage arnmmtsto arson.

When -nal damage excurs in cornlimation with aerinus wounding (cnde 11), rape (cnde 31) 01
sa-ious wounding with sexual mntive (cm.le 32), these cndes take precedence. Where criminal damage
occurs in combination with other woundktg (code 12) and other wormdmg with sexual mntive (code
33), the incident is to be given a criminal darnage code only if the damage component is clearly the
more serious aspect of th~ incident. For exampie, if someone was punched in the eye so that theii
glasses broke and they got a broken nose, this should be recnrded as a code 12, other wounding.

It is often hard to dkdnguish between criminal damage and attemptedburglary or attempted theft. The
‘afiempt’ classification should only be used where the victim form states clearly that an attempt was
made. (hr these cases, the attemptclassification takes precedence over -nal damage).

Threats where something wasdamaged should be coded as minrinaldamage. I
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SHEET 8 CHECKLIST: CIUMINAL DAMAGE

1. Defiilre Was there deliberate damage by tire?

YEs (code 1) b CODE SO
NO

4
2. V71O “Did the pcrsonfpeople who did it actually hit anyone or

UseForce use force or violence on anyone?

YES (Code 1) ● See Note 8A

NO/NOT ANSWEREIYDONT KNOW (Code 2, etc.)

4

3. V711
ThreaVio

4. Offkvit

5. V71
StoUtem
V75
TryStOth

“Did the person/people who did it threaten to use force

or violence on anyone?

YEs (code1) b See Note 8B

r
NO OT ANSWEREIYDONT KNOW (Code 2, etc.)

“Did the personlpeople who did it have a right to be inside
(respondent’s home)?”

NO (Code 2 or 3) F Try Sheet 5
NO ANSWEREDA’ES (Code 1 etc.)

r
“Was anything at all stolen?”
“Did the Person/people who did it try to steal anything?”

YES (something stolen - code 1 at StoUtem or V71) ~ Try Sheet 6

YES (attempted theft - code 1 at TryStOth or V75) _ Try Sheet 7

NO (Code 2)/ DONT KNOW (to both questions)
1

6. Descrlnc “Was the darnage malicious (i.e. not accidental)?”

NO b See Note 8C (CODE 87)

‘+

7. V77 “What darnage did they do?”
DefaWhat “What was the total value of the darnage they did?

TotDamag NO DAMAGE “ See Note 8DJCODE 88)
DAMAGE TO MOTOR VEHICLE (over f20) CODE 821
DAMAGE TO RESPONDENT’S HOME (over f20)—* CODE 84 See

DAMAGE TO MOTOR VEHICLE (f20 or un&r)— 1CODE 81 Note”

DAMAGE TO RESPONDENT’S HOME (f20 or un&r) - CODE 83

0- DAMAGE + See Note 8E

8. DeacrInc “Was the respondent the main victim?”

NOT CLEAR . See Note 8C
YES and DAMAGE f20 or under _ CODE 85
YES and DAMAGE over E20 ● CODE 86
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CRIMINAL DAMAGE: NOTES FOR GUIDANCE

8A) If an incident involves both criminal damage and serious wounding, the assault code (code 11)

always takes precedence - provided that the respondent is victim of the serious wounding. If
someone else is victim of the wounding, refer.

Criminal damage codes, however, take precedence over codes 12, 13 and 21 -other wounding,
common assault and attempted assault. (Exceptions to this can be made where the damage is
very trivial and the assault involves injury to the respondent for example if a respondent is given
a beating in which his eyes are blacked and his clothes slightly tom, it makes more sense to code
this as an assault than an act of criminal darnage.)

8B) If threats were made in an attempt to steal something, the incident should be coded as attempted
robbery. Try sheet 4.

Refer the incident if the threat was to kill or endanger life.

SC) For an incident of criminal darnage to have occurred, damage must have been done maliciously.
Damage should he coded as accidental (code 87) in the following circumstances:
- the respondent says it was accidental (hut if they say it was deliberate, then treat it as such)
- the darnage is just dents in the side of a car which could have caused by another car (although a
dent or scratch on the roof of a car is almost certainly malicious and a scratch ‘made with a coin’
down the side of a car is obviously malicious)

- the respondent just found the brake lights, headlight or wing mirror smashed (unless there is
evidence that it was deliberate or QQ wing nrirrors ~ smashed)

- the darnage is to the home and probably unintentional (e.g. cigarette bums after a party, crushed
hedge from someone drunk falling in it)

SD) If the respondent was just left with a clean-up job but no further costs, or if the effect of the act
was trivial (e.g. letting down car tyres, throwing e~s at a house or vehicle, flour emptied on a
car, mbbish dumped on a doorstep, drawing on walls with chafk, dogs fouling) code 87 applies.
However, graft%i done with paint, felt tip or aerosol does count as criminal darnage, as does
deliberate damage to plantsArees/lredges.

If the offenders were attempting to effezt criminal darnage but were stopped before they
succeeded in doing so, code 88 applies.

SE) The “home” in ~ context includes doors, windows, gates, fences, Pl~LS, sh~bs and belon@ngs
in tie gtiden,Mp@motor vehicles in driveways etc.

Respondent
SF) Any member of the household can be the main victim of darnage to motor vehicles or to the

home. But ordy the respondent can be the victim of other acts of criminal damage. Thus

damage, for example, to the respondent’s bicycle would be coded 85 or 86 if the damage we~
done away from the home - but coded 83 or 84 if damaged when in the respondent’s garden. But
if the respondent’s son’sbike were damaged when away from the home, refer the incident.

8G) If the reqxxrdent has not put a cost to the damage, and it is more than just a clean-up job, you will
need to estimate whether it would have cost more or less than f20 to repair. (Respondents will
sometimes say the cost was zero because they did not repair it).
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SHEET 9 THREATS

‘Threats” are verbal. Any non-verbal tlueatening behaviour (following a person closely, menacing
gestures) counts as intimidation.

In most cases, the respondent will be both the pason to whom threats are made and the person _
whom threats arc made. There will be a few cases where this is not so. Either a threat maybe made to
the respondent against someone else (e.g. I will kill your child) or a that may be made to someone
else against the respondent (respondent wife is told respondent will be beaten up). The coding
system is adapted to this.

Where the offence consists only of obscene or nuisance telephone cafls (no verbal threata stated in the
calls), code 95 applies.

Threats where force was actually used, even if there was no injury, should be coded as aasaukakexual
offences (code 11-13 or 31-35). Threats where the offender attemuted to use force should be coded as
attempted assault (code 21). Remember, however, that tfueats or force where something was stolen or
an attempt was made to steal, should always be coded as robbery/attempted robbery rather than threats
or assault.

Possible codes

91 Threat to killhasault made against but not necessarily to respondent
92 Sexual that made_ but not necessarily to respondent
93 Other tit or intimidation made_ but not necessarily to respondent
94 Threats against others, made to the respondent
97Tbreata/intimidation falfing outaide survey’s coverage

PRIORITIES

● M other codes take precedence over the threat codes.

THREATS: NOTES FOR GUIDANCE

9A)

9B)

Some threats may simply be against property in this case ThreaVIo may be answered ‘no’, and
W%oHarrn and WhThrea not completed. In this case, use Ikserhtc aa the baais for selecting
codes 93,94 or 99.

The survey can cover threats made to the respondent, but not necessarily against him (e.g. I will
kill your wife). This is a code 94. If the threat is made merely to someone eke (though, for
example, the respondent overheard it), this would be outside the scope of the survey and would
be coded 97.

.?
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SHEET 9 CHECKLIST: THREATS

1. V71
StoUtem
V75
TryStOth

2. V71O
UseForce

3. V77
DefaProp

4. Oftlmvit

5. whoHorm

6. Whllreal

7. DescrInc

“Wasanything at all stolen?”

“Did the pcrsorrlpeople who did it try to steal anything?’

YES (to either question - code 1) ~ Try Sheet 4

T
NO ONT KNOW (to both questions - code 2, etc.)

4
Did the persor@eople who did it actually hit anyone or
use force or violence on anyone?” (include indecent assaults)

YES (code 1) b Try Sheet 1 or 3

TNO NT KNOW (code 2, etc.)

“Did the personlpeople who did it damage anything?”

YES (Code 1)
b

Try Sheet 8

NO (Fode 2)

+

“D;.dthe pemonlpeople who did it have a right to be inside
(respondent’s home)?”

NO (Code 2 or 3) ➤ Try Sheet5

NOT LWER.EDNES (Code 1 etc.)

r

“Who did they say that they might harm?”

NOT ANS~ ● See Note 9A

SOMEONE OTHER THAN

I
RESPONDENT (code 2, 3,4) b skip to 7

Was threat ma& to/via remrondent?

‘r
RES NDENT(ALONE OR WTI’HOTHERS - Code 1)

‘What did they threaten to do to rcsoondent?”

SEXUAL ATTACK OR ASSAULT (Code 3) ~ CODE 92

ANY ATTACK OR ASSAULT EXCEPT
A SEXUAL ONE (Code 1,2, 4) * CODE 91

ANY THREAT ~ INVOLVING

T

PER NAL ATTACWASSAULTC CODE 93

ThreVlol mrNl
NO/DK F CODE 97
YES ● CODE 94
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APPENDIX H DESIGN FACTORS FOR KEY SURVEY ESTIMATES

The data file was converted to a STATA file to enable sampling errors to be
computed for key measures of victimisation, taking into account the stratification,
clustering and weighting involved in the sample design.

The design factor (deft) ia defined as the ratio of the standard error of an estimate
taking the sample design into account to the standard error of the corresponding
estimate ass-g a simple random sample of the same size. In analysis, the
standard error for a simple random sample is multiplied by the design factor to give
the standard error for the survey estimate.

Household rates per 10,000

Vandalism

Motor vehicle vandalism

Household vandalism

Burglary

Attempted burglary

Attempted burglary, no loss

Burglary with entry

Burglary with 10SS

Theft in a dwelling

Theft of motor vehicle

Theft of motor vehicle

Attempted theft of/from a vehicle

All thefta of/from a motor vehicle

All vehicle crime

Bicycle theft

Other household theft, including thetl in a
dwelling

Total comparable household crime

Total household crime

Total acquisitive mime

Core

sample
(N=19,411)

1.19

1.10
1.24
1.23

1.16

1.18

1.20
1.19
1.19
1.17
0.96
1.07
1.18
1.19
1.10
1.18

1.25

1.29

1.22

Ethnic minority
boost sample

(N=3,874)

1.18

1.13

1.26

1.04

1.06

1.01

1.05

1.08

1.03

0.98

0.97

1.07

1.05

1.07

0.98

1.17

1.07
1.13
1.07

1
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APPENDIX I ADDITIONAL VARIABLES ON THE 2000 BCS DATA FILES



BCS 2000 Data srrtewdfromAddress RecordForm

1

APPENDIX I

(interviewers are asked to record details for all residential addresses (contacts and non-
contacts including vacants)

Visible security as in 1998

Vissecul - Which of the following are visible at the sampled address?
Vissecu6 CODE ALL THAT APPLY

o. None

1. Bnrgksr alarm
2. Security gate over front door
3. Barsfgrilles on any windows
4. Other security device(s)
5. Estate/blnck security Indge/guards
6. Errtryphone

INTERVIEWER ASSESSMENTS

Rubbcornm In the irnrmdate area how common is Litter or rubbish Iying around?

1 Very common
2 Fairly common
3 Not very common
4 Not atall common

Vandcornrn In the immediate area how common is vandalism graftli or delibmate darnage
to pmpty?

1 Very common
2 Fairly common
3 Not very common
4 Not at all common

Pnorhou In the immediate area how cormssonare houses in a pnnr condltionkun down?

1 Very common
2 Fairly common
3 Not very common
4 Not at all common



BCS 2000 Data enteredfrom Address Record Form

Acctyp SAMPLED DWELLING 1S:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

Whole house detached
semidetached
mid-temace
end-temace
Maisonette
Fiat – purpose-built
Flat – converted
Rooms, bedsitter
Caravan/mobile home
Unable to cnde

(IF NO DWELLING SELECTED, CODE FOR ADDRESS)

IF FLAT ETC (5-8 AT Acctyp) ANSWER b-c. OTHERS GO TO Houcond

Flattyp CODE TYPE OF FLAT, ETC

1 Self-contilned
2 Not self-contained
o Unable to cede

Lockable BUILDING HAS:

1 Common entrance lnckable
2 Common entrance not Inckable
3 No common entrance

Houcond Is the sampled house in gcmd or pnnr physical condition?

1. Very good
2. Fairly gnad
3. Neither god nor bad
4. Fairly bad
5. Very bad
0. Unable to cnde

Relcond Is the sampled housefflat in a better or worse condition that the other in this
area?

1. Better
2. Worse
3, About the same
o. Unable to code

Neigwat Is the dwelliig in a Neighbcmrhnod watcharea?

1. Yes
2. No
o. Unable to cede
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BCS 2000 Additional variables in the SPSS systsrn jles

APPENDIX 2

ADDITIONAL VARLABLFS IN BCS2000 SAV FILES

Data tiles contain the case identifier, area code, serial number, and screen number. The case
identifier consists of the three components area cede, aerialnumber and screen number.

Neither the Home OffIce or The National Centre for Social Research (NCSR)/ONS accept
responsibility for the correct construction of these variables, or for the use to which they are
put.

MAIN (NON VICTIM FORivf)FILE

SamPwF=

rowlabcl

Spfit

Subaplit

Ca.w

weigbta
weightb

Identifies sample type distinguishing core and etilc bcost

1. Core withFE
2. Com no FE
3. FE sample
4. Etbrrk high density

Not to be used for selecting out core

The caae identifier
7 digit identifiercomprised of:
area 4 digit identifier of PSU
address 2 digit address identifier ( 1-32)
hold 1 digit household identifier
(tiore or high density; 14 FE ethnic boost addresses)

Whether Follow up A or Follow up B veraion

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

Interviewer Details

FUA
ls’half FuB
2* half FuB

FUA ls’20% coref50% ethnic
FUA 2* 2070 core/50% ethnic
FUA 60% or FUB

The case identifier

Individualweight
Household weight

Indite Date of the inter-view

hrtno Interviewer identifier
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Area Variables
Region

GOR

Incityl

Acom~

Acomcat

Acomgrp

This is standard region

(l) North
(2) YorM-frrmberside
(3) North West
(4) EaatM,dlands
(5) West Midlands
(6) East Anglia
(7) Greater London
(8) South East
f:] ~J:sWest

Government OffIce Region -An administrativedivision of England and Wales*
* Merseyside is no longer government ot%ceregion (in withNorth West)

(1) North East
(2) North West
(3) Yorka&hrrnberside
(4) East Midlarrds
(5) West Midkurds
(6) South West
(7) Eaatcm
(8) London
(9) south East
(10) Wales

(1) inner city
(2) non inner city

The full acorn set O-55
(0) invalidpost code
(1-54) see atom documentation
(55) unclassified

(1) thriving
(2) expanding
(3) risirrg
(4) settling
(5) aspiring
(6) striving

(1) Wealthly achievers, sub urban areas
(2) Affhrent greys, rural communities
(3) prosperous pensioners, retirement areas
(4) Affluent executives, family areas
(5) Well-nff wurkers, family areas
(6) Afffrrenturbanites, town arrdcity
(7) Pmaperous professionals, metmpcditanarea
(8) Better-uff executives, inner city areas
(9) Cmnfnrtable middle-agers, mature horns-owning area
(10) Skilled Wd@.m, homeamirrg areaa
(11) New horm-ovmera, mature communities
(12) White collar workem.,better off multi-ethnicarea
(13) Older people, less prosperous areas
(14) Council estates, better off homes
(15) Council estates, high rnremployment
(16) Council estates, greatest hardship
(17) Mrrki-ethnic, low incoms areas
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Chgroup (1) Green Field developments
(2) Continuing decline
(3) Bcmm then decline
(4) Improving but cautious
(5) Rising Affluence
(6) Along with the drift
(7) Unclassified

‘Inner city areas are defined at the sampling stage as those postcde sectors with high
population density, low owner -occupation and low proportions of professionals.

‘ACORN (A Classification of Residential Neighborhoods) classifies households accordtng
to the demography, employment and housing characteristics of the surroundhg
neighbcmrhood. Acorn was developed by CACI Ltd, through the use of cluster
analysis of variables from the 1991 Census. There are a total of 54 ACORN types
from which 17 groups are constructed and from these a further 6 categories. (Further
information about ACORN is available from CACI Ltd, CACI House, Kensington
Village, Avonmore Road, LondonW148TS)
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Change (1) Omen Field Developmer,ts
(2) Many More Lone Parents, Greater Social Stress
(3) Baby Boom Areas with Many More Lone Parents
(4) More Children, Bigger Families, More Overcrowding
(5) Fewer Young Adults, More Lone Parents
(6) Baby Boom Areas with More Lone Parents
(7) More Singles, Less Overcrowding
(8) More Young Children and Lmre Parents
(9) Many More Flats, Bedsits, Students and Young Singles
(10) More Young Workers, Children, Fewer Private Tenants
(11) Council Re-Developmenti More Smaller Dwellings
(12) More Singles and Young Workers, Less Spacious Dwellings
(13) More Young Families, Less Rivate Rented Accommodation
(14) More Young Workers, Students and Singles
(15) Redevelopment with Marry More Pensioners
(16) More Pensioners and Ac~ommcdation for the Elderly
(17) More Pensioners and Young Home Owners
(18) Many More Young Workers, Singles, Fewer Rivate Tenants
(19) Increased Ethnicity, More Young Families
(20) Maturing Areas, More Home Owners, Smaller Families
(21) Gerrtrifying Areas, More Young Working Singles
(22) More Young Workers, Less Private Rented Property
(23) More Young Working Families, Fewer Pensioners
(24) Maturing Areas, Many More Home owners
(25) MarryMore Home Owners, Less Rented Accommodation
(26) MarryMore Young Workers, Singles and Home Owners
(27) High Orowth Areas, More Young Families
(28) Very High Growth Areas, Marry More Young Home Owners
(29) Many More Pensioners
(30) Growth Areas, More Young and Larger Families
(31) Maturing, Modestly Improving Areas
(32) More Older Workers and Pensioners
(33) Improving Areas, Larger Families, Fewer Pensioners
(34) Matmirrg hsas with Greater Affluence
(35) More Older Workers Larger Families
(36) Maturing Areas, More Home Owners and Pensioners
(37) More Yomrg Working Families and Home Owners
(38) Growing, Maturing Areas, Fewer Self-Employed
(39) Maturing, More Affluent keas, Many More Self-Employed
(40) Increasingly Rosperous, Maturing Areas
(41) More Home Owners, Increasing Rosperity
(42) More Young Workers
(43) Fewer Married Women Working, More Self-Employed
(44) Fewer Young Adults, More Self Employed
(45) Unclassified

Council (1) atom.council
(2) atom.non.corrrrcil
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ONS Dk+trictLevel Classification 3

DMtfam Dk.tgrp

Rural Scotland

Coast & Country

Mixed Urban &
Rural

Prospering

Areas

Most Prosperous

Growth Areas

Maturer Areas Services &
Education

Resort&
Retirement

Urban Cermes Mixed economies

Manufacturing

Mining &
Industrial
Areas

Ports & Industry

Inner London Inner London

7

Dlstclus

Highland and Island
(Scottish)
Upland & Agriculture
(Scottish)
Remoter England & Wales
Heritage Coast
Accessible amenity

Towns in Country
Industrial margins

Concentrations of prosperity

Established High Status

Satellite towns
Growth corridors
Transient population
Metropolitan overspill
Market towns

University Towns
Suburbs

Traditional Seaside
Smaller seaside

Established service centres
Scottish TowrIs
New & Expardng towns
Pennine Towns
Large ethic minorities

Inner City characteristics

Coastal Industry
Glasgow & Dundee
(Scottish)
Concentrations of public
Housing (Scottish)
Mining & Industry
Mining & Services (Wales)
Former rninkrg (Wales&
Durham)

Central London
Cosmo. outer boroughs
Inner City
Newham & Tower Hamlets

NB Clusters 1,2,13,14 and Group A only include Scottish Districts
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ONS Ward Classification 4

Wssrdgrp

Suburbka

Rural Areas

Rural fringes

Industrial areas

Middling Britain

Prosperous areas

bmer city estates

Established owner occupiers

Transient population

Metropolitan professionals

Deprived city areas

Lower statusowner nccupiers

Mature populations

Deprived industrial areas

Wardclrrs
Leafier suburbs
Classic Commuters

AgriculturalHeartland
Accessible Countryside
Remotercoast and country

Town and country
Industrial margins
Edge of town
Growth points
Scottish public housing
Primary production
Better-off manufacturing
Traditional manufacturing
Small towns
Mixed economies
Expanding towns
West Midland manufacturing
Welsh Coalfields

Established prosperity
Affluent villages
Concentrations of affluence

High rise housing
Lmrdon public housing
Outer suburbs
Oreen belt

Transient population

Urban achievers
Young singles

Inner London
Scottish inner city
Cosmopolitan London

Decliningresorts
Margins of deprivation
Industrial towns
Textile town terraces
Mlrrers’ terraces

Remoter retirement areas
Retirement areaa
Better-off retired
Coastal very elderly

Heavy industry
Low amenity housing
Ethnic groups in indusm
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3 The ONS classification of areas is derived from the 1991 National Census. This
classification like its predecessors uses multi-variate methods to identify a series of
areas with conrrnon characteristics. Thkty-seven census variables were included in
deriving the classification. Three nested classifications were defined, comprising 34,
12 and 6 strata. See ‘The ONS classification of lncal and health authorities of Great
Britain’ by Merryl Wallace and Chris Denham for more detail.

4 The ward classification is based on the same principles as the district classification it
has two nested classifications, comprising 43 and 14 strata.

Respadent Characteristics

Sex

Age

Agegrp

Sexage

Ethngrp

Marital

Margrp

Agelong*

(1) Male
(2) Female
(8) refused
(9) dent know

16-99

(1) 16-29
(2) 30-59
(3) 60t

(1) Men aged 16-29
(2) Men aged 30-59
(3) Men aged W+
(4) Wonren aged 16-29
(5) Women aged 34)-59
(6) Womsn aged 60+

(1) white
(2) Black
(3) Ask31r

(1) Married
(2) cohabiting
(3) .%rrglehever married
(4) Widowed
(5) Divorced
(6) Separated
(8) refused
(9) dent lnrow

(1) MarriecVcnhabitirrg
(2) Single
(3) Widowed
(4) Sepamtedfdivorced

(1) 16-19
(2) 20-24
(3) 25-34
(4) 35-44
(5) 45-54
(6) 55-64
(7) 65-74
(8) 75-84
(9) 85+
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Ageshort*

Etbharm*

L1vbarrnl*

Llvharm2*

Lllnrarrn*

(!) ]6.24

(2) 2544

(3) 45-64
(4) 65-74

(5) 75+

(1) White
(2) AMBlack gTOUpS
(3) Indian
(4 J Pakistan~angladeshi
(5) Other groups

(1) Married
(2) Cohabiting
(3) Siigle
(4) Separated
(5) D1vOrced
(6) Widowed

(1) Living in a couple
(2) Not living in a couple

(1) No Iong-standmgillness
(2j Long-s-tiding iihess

Household timCtH’istiCS

Tenharm* (1) Owners (includes part rcndpart mortgage)
(2) Social Rented Sector (ie. Council or HA)
(2) PrivateRented Sector (irrcludeaTkd tojob, Rent Free and Squatting)

* ONS Harmonised variables
AcAarrnl* (1) Detached House

(2) semidetached house
(3) Terraced horsae
(2) Maisonette
(3) purpose built flat
(4) COnvertcdflat
(5) Other types (including caravadmobile homes)

Accharm2* (1) House
(2) FlathnaisOnette/Bedsit
(3) Other

Vehowner (0) Non-vehicle owner
(1) Vehicleawner

Ysadharm* (1) Less than 12 months
(2) 12 months, less than 2 yeara
(3) 2 yeara, less than 3 years
(4) 3 year+, less than5 years
(5) 5 years, less than 10 years
(6) 10 ycara, less than20 years
(7) 20 years or more
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sh’ucr.11 Structure of household.
(1) No children
(2) Adults and Children
(3) Lnne parent
(4) Head of household aged 60t

Household Income.

Hhinc4 (1) Under f5,~
(2) f5,000415,CN30
(3) f15,m < f20,0i)o
(4) f20,01Xl +

Hhinc5 (1) Under f 10,000
(2) flo,lX13<f15,01M
(3) f 15,m < f20,000
(4) f20,003 < f30,0(Xl
(5) f30,m +

(6)

* ONS Harmonised variables
Hhirrc6 (1) Under f2,500

(2) f2,500 < f5,000
(3) f5,000 < f 10,OOO
(4) f 100XI,<f 15,000
(5) f15,003 < f20,01M
(6) f20,0111 +

The Head of Households char-ucteristics

hoh (1) Respondent is the head of household
(2) Respondent is not the head of household

Hohage 16-99

Hohsex (1) Male
(2) Female
(8) refused
(9) dent IMOW

Hohmar (1) siiglehrev.mar
(2) Married
(3) Separated
(4) Divorced
(5) Widowed
(8) refused
(9) dent know

11

Hohmarit (1) Married
(2) Cohabiting
(3) Single
(4) Widowed
(5) Divorced
(6) Separated
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Hbagegp (1) 16-29
(2) 30-59
(3) (m+

Hhagelng* (1) 16-19
(2) 20-24
(3) 25-34
(4) 35-44
(5) 45-54
(6) 55-64
(7) 65-74
(8) 75-84
(9) 85+

Hhagesht* (1) 16-24
(2) 2544
(3) 45-64
(4) 65-74
(5) 75+

So&d class variablea

Note thatthe fmt set of working questions on the demographic are asked of the respondent if the
respondent is not the head of household. The second set refers to the HOH whether or not the
HOH is the respondent.

In addition the following variables have been created which refer to the respondent whether or
nnt they are the head of household.

Rwork Working in lastweek?
(1) yes
(2) no

Rftpt Full-tinE /part-time?
(1) fulf-time
(2) part-time

* ONS Harmonised variables
Rlaatwk What doing in lastweek (if not working)?

(1) Govt. acherns
(2) unpaid work
(3) Waiting to take up ajob
(4) lmkirtg for paid work
(5) intending to work hut ternpnrmy sickhdl
(6) fuff-tirm student
(7) persnanentfysick
(8) retired
(9) at home
(10) other

Ratudy (1) Student
(2) Not student

Reverw Ever paidjob (if not working)?
(1) had job in paat
(2) never worked
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Rselfemp Working as an employee or are you self employed? ‘
(1) Employee
(2) Self employed

Rempsrat Any managerial duties or are they supervising any other employees?
(1) Marrager
(2) Supervisor
(3) Notrnanager/ Supervisor

Remplee How many employees?
(1) 1-24
(2) 25499
(4) 500 plus

Remp 100 Do you work on your own or do you have employees?
(1) Orrown or partoers
(2) Wbh employees

Rrrernp How marrypeople are employed where you work?
(1) 1-24
(2) 25 or more

The foffowing are Jor the respondent if the respondent is not the head of househofd

Scc This provides the full scc breakdown for respondents orrfy if they are not head
of households

% This is the sccio-econornic group for res+xxrderm who are not tfre head of
household

(0) Jrradequardydescrhdl not statedoccupation
(1. 1) Employers in iod.shy, commerce - employ 25 or more
(1.2) Managers in gove-nt, industry, commerce -employ 25 or more
(2. 1) Employers in industry, commerce - employ less thao 25
(2.2) Managers in industry, commerce, government -employ less tfran25
(3) Professional worker-s- self employed
(4) Professional workers - employees
(5. 1) Non manual - ancillary workem, artists
(5.2) Non manual - foreman, supervisors
(6) Jrnriornon manual workers
(7) Persmralservice workers
(8) Foremen, supervisors - manual
(9) Skilled manualworkers
(10) Semi-skilled manual workers
(11) Unskilled nmrrualworkers
(12) Own account workers (other tharrprofessional)
(13) Farmers - employers and managers
( 14) Farmers - own account
(15) Agricrdtural workem
(16) Members of the armed forces
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Sc (0) Inadequate description
(l) Professional
(2) Managerial and techrical occupations
(3. 1) Skilled occupations (non manual)

(3.2) Skilled occupations (manual)
(4) Partlyskilled occupations
(5) Unskilled occupations
(6) Armed forces

The foflowing are for the respondent wkether or not they are the head of househofd

infsoc this provides the full SCICbreakdown for allrespondenta

ferfSEG This is the socio economic group for all respondents
(0) Inadequatelydescribed not statedoccupation
(1. 1) Employers in industry, commerce - employ 25 or more
(1.2) Managers in government, irrdushy, commerce -employ 25 or more
(2. 1) Employem in industry, commerce - employ less than 25
(2.2) Marragersin industry, commerce, government -employ less than25
(3) Professional workers - self employed
(4) Professional workers employees
(5. 1) Non manual - ancillary workers, artista
(5.2) Non manual - foreman, supervisors
(6) Junior non manual workers
(7) Personal service workers
(8) Foremen, supervisor - manual
(9) Skilled manual workers
(10) Semi-skiflcd manual workers
(11 ) Urrakifledmanual workers
(12) Own account workers (other than professional)
(13) Farmers - employers and managers
(14) Farmers - owesaccount
(15) Agricrdhual workers
(16) Members of the armed forces

ink (numeric) This is gives an 8 code social clam variablefor ti reapcmdents

(0) Inadequatelydescribe&not classified
(1) Professional
(2) Managerial and tectilcal occupations
(3, 1) Skilled acupations (non manual)

(3.2) Skilled occupatiocrs(manual)
(4) Partlyskilled occupations

(5) Unskifled occupations
(6) Armed forces
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The fotiwing are for the head of househoti whether or not that individud is the respondent

SOC2 The full sw breakdown

Seg2 This is the socio economic group for all bead of households
(0) inadequately described not statedoccupation
(1. 1) Employers in industry, commerce - employ 25 or more
(1.2) Managers in government, industry, commerce -employ 25 or more
(2.1) Employem in industry, commerce - employ less than 25
(2.2) Managers in industsy,commerce, government -employ less than25
(3) Professional workers - self employed
(4) Professional workers - employees
(5. 1) Non manual - ancillaryworkers, artists
(5.2) Non manual - foreman, supervisors
(6) Junior non manual workers
(7) Personal service workers
(8) Foremen, supervisor - manual
(9) Skilled manual workers
(10) Semi-skilled manual workers
(11) Unskilled manual workers
(12) Own account workers (other than professional)
(13) Farmers - employers and rnanagem
(14) Fanners - own account
(15) Agricultural workers
(16) Members of the armed forces

SC2 Variable of sccial claas

(0) Inadequatedeacsiption
(1) professional
(2) Managerial and technical occupations
(3.1) Skilled ecc.pations (non manual)

(3.2) Willed occupations (manual)
(4) Partlyskilled occupations
(5) Unskilled mcupations
(6) Armed forces
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VF FILE

rowlabel

Sam?rtm

vicno

nseries

weighti

Crimerro

Crimrype.

The Caae identifier

Identifies ample type distinguishing core and etbrricbnost
1 Core withFE
2 Core no FE
3 FE sample
4 Etluic high density

The number of the victim form for the respondent

The number of incidents in a series of similarincidents

Peraoml offences: weighta*aeries weight
Houachold offences weightb%eries weight

Index number for single incidents coming from the same screener
question - the higher the number the more recent the incident.

(1) MotTheft
(2) MotStole
(3) CarDamag
(4) BikTheft
(5) PrevThef
(6) PrevDam
(7) prcvTry
(8) PrevStol
(9) PrOSide
(lo) Prrkfac
(11)HomeThef
(12) YrHoThef
(13) YrHoDrmr
(14) YrHoTry
(15) YrHoStol
(16) YrOSide
(17) YrDeface
(18) Per5Thcf
(19) TryPers
(20)othThef
(21)DelibDmrr
(z2) DelibViO

(23) ThreVio
(24) SexAttak
(25) HbldVlo
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Location (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(lo)

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)
(51)
(52)
(53)
(54)
(55)
(56)

inaide home
borne.garage
outside home but in same buildhrg
outside horm on same premises
row of garages
street near home
inside workplace
outside workplace
in work carpark
streetnear work
carpark athome
shed
inside dkco
disco carpark
streetnear dkco
dl~o - other
inside sportsground
S~l’ta ground carpark
sweet near spnrtaground
sports ground - other
inside public entertainment
public entertainmentmrpark
street near public entertainment
public entertainment- other
on train
inaide trainstation
train stationcarpark
street near trainstation
train station-nther
on tube tmin
tilde tube station
tube stationcarpark
streetnear tu~ station
tube station-nther
on bua
bua stoplstatiodstreet
bna stationcaqark
bus station-other
on plane

*
airportcarpark
airpnrt- other
inaide superrratrket
supernsmketcsrpark
street or precinct near supermarket
supermarket - other
tilde college
college carpsrk
street near college
college - other
inside other commercial Incation
c-k z other comrcial hxat.ion
stmct near @her cornmsrcial location
cOmmerciaJ- other
inside frienddrelative’s home
relativdfriends garage
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violgrp

relate**

Vfvehown

Stnlen

Damage

(57)
(58)
(59)
(60)

(61)
(62)
(63)

(64)
(65)
(66)
(67)
(68)

(69)
(70)
(71)
(72)
(73)
(74)
(75)
(76)
(77)
(78)
(79)
(80)
(81)

(82)
(83)
(84)
(85)

(86)
(97)
(98)
(99)

s-t near relalive’s/tiends
at relative’dfriends - other
other buildlng
other carpark
subway under street
other street
paddopen space
waste ground
work garage
on a bust
allotment
other borne
other tmnspurt
caravan site
pub inside
pub car park
pub street
pub - other
sportsclub inside
SpUltSclub carpark
sportsclub street
sportsclub other
inside church
church carpark
church S-t
church other
smeetmarket
work other
in ataxi
driving or travelliig in a car
other lMatiOn
vague
not answered

(1) domestic
(2) mugging
(3) stranger acquaintance

Vlctimloffender relationship
(1) stronger
(2) sighticaaual
(3) well

(0) non-vehicle owner
(1) vehicle~wner

Was anything stolen?
(1) Yes
(0) No

was any property damaged?
(1) Yes
(0) No
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AnSteal

Fume

Sexual

Offiifo

Vdldoff

Was any attemptmade to stealanything?
(1) Yes
(0) No

Was any force or violence used?
(1) Yes
(0) No

Was force or violence used or threatsmade?
(1) Force or violence used
(2) Threats only
(3) No force or threats

Was there any sexual element?
(1) Sexual element
(2) Sexual violence
(3) No sexual element

Was any information known aboutthe offender?
(1) Can say something about offender
(0) Nothing known about the offender

If valid offence cede arrdin England and Wales

19

(0) No
(1) Yes

** Due to the variable constmction it is onfy appropriate to use for violent offences. This
relate vtiable is used to conmuct the BCS violence typdogy of
mugging/stranger/acquaintarrceand domestic.
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APPENDIX J LIST OF CHECKS IMPLEMENTED IN THE BLAISE
INTERVIEW PROGRAM

Confirm selection of correct serial number
Marital status, consistent with relationships and gender
Respondent first person included in household grid
Respondent must be black/Asian if Ethnic Minority boost
Marital status - only allow one spouse of respondent
Head of Household - must be one per household
Time lived in address cannot be greater than time lived in area
Time moved to address must be before date of interview
Causes of crime-Code 10 exclusive and main cause must be coded among
causes mentioned
WhoPres - code 1 is exchrsive
Similar - number of separate inadents must be less than total recorded
Date of most recent incident must be between 1 January 1999 and interview
A series must have consisted of at least two inadents
Code Oto skip victim form allowed only for sexual and domestic violence
inadents
Month of most recent incident must be consistent with quarter and date of
interview
Most recent contact with police must be mentioned in types of contact
Next most common cannot be same as most common
If no community activity in last month, this canot be more than average
Fire ‘went out’ is an exclusive code
If fire extinguished by Fire Brigade, must record that they were called
Main method which extinguished fire must be recorded at previous question
No injury is an exclusive code for type of injury sustained
No safety measures is an exclusive code for precautions against fire
No training about violence at work is an exclusive code
Age in self completion section on sexual victimisation must be consistent with
household grid
Number of selected address must not be greater than number of occupied
dwelling units
Check on date entered as date of last visit to the sampled address
Outcome code 10 is applicable only to the ethnic minority booster sample
Number of selected adult must not be greater than the number of adults at the
address

2



APPENDIX K QUESTION DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

K.1 introduction and Aims

As part of questionnaire development for the 2000 British Crime Survey (BCS) the Home
Office asked the National Cerrtrefor Social Research to carry out a programme of research to
test the impact of wording changes to existing questions and to develop questions on new
topics. In particular a number of new topic areas were to be included in BCS20CKLreflecting
Aim 5 of the Home Office’s 1999/2000 Business Plan relating to racial equality, human rights
and voluntary and community activity. This appendix summaries the findings of the
programme of question testing.

The following question areas were included in the testing programme

. The Cr-al Justice System (section K.4.a)

● Quality of life and area questions (section K.4.b)
● Crime partnerships (section K.4.c)
. Voluntary/community activity (section K.4.d)

● Racial equality (section K.4.e)

Following these two phases of cognitive testing a full dress-rehearsal pilot of the survey took
place in November 1999. Further details of the full dress-rehearsal pilot can be found in
[RefJ. The findings from this pilot informed the decision that a further phase of piloting of
the racial equality question was required, and this took place in December 1999.

K.2 Basis of cognitive methods

Cognitive methods can help researchers develop questions that are clear and can be
understood by all respondents as the question designer had intended. The methods draw on
cognitive and motivational psychology, and provide a useful framework for understanding
the cognitive processes involved in answering survey questions. The emphasis is on the
identification of, and reasons for, problems with questiom, rather tharr quantifying the
extent of any problems. In this sense cognitive methods are akin to qualitative methods, and
thus sample size is not an issue.

The ‘question and answer’ model suggests there are four distinct actions that respondents
perform in answering a verbal question
1. firstly they must comprehend the question,
2. then retrieve the relevant information,
3. they must then make a judgement about the information (i.e. do they want to report this

information),
4. and finally they respond to the question.

By understanding this process it is possible to identify certain kinds of non-sampling errors,
and attempt to reduce them, thus improving the quality of survey data.



K.3 Question testing for BCS 2000

Question testing was carried out in October 1999, and consisted of two phases. This strategy
enabled a relatively large number of questions to be tested, as well as enabling some testing
of questions modified as a result of findings from the first phase.

Cognitive inter-views were carried out by specially trained National Centre interviewers. Five
interviewers worked on the two phases of testing (five on the first phase and four on the
second). For the first phase interviewers attended a one-day personal briefing, which
covered the following
● Background information about the BCS and the purpose of the cognitive interviewing

● Recruitment of respondents

● Conducting the cognitive interviews, including a role-play session using the probe
sheets

. Reporting findings – information required at the debriefing
A personal one-day debriefing session took place at the end of the first phase of tesiing,
which was attended by Home Office researchers. As the same interviewers who had worked
one worked on phase two, and there were only a few days between the phase one debrief
and the start of phase two, it was not felt necessary to re-brief them in person. Rather
materials were sent by post, which included detailed instmctions on the requirements for
the second phase of testing. If interviewers had any queries they were encouraged to
telephone the research team. However a facetmface debriefing session took place at the end
of the second phase, which was again attended b y researchers from the Home Office.
Members of the Home Office research team also accompanied cognitive interviewers on
some of their interviews at both phase one and phase two.

In both phases, retrospective probing was used to explore the ways in which respondents
understood the questions and came up with their answers. Respondents were asked a series
of survey questions on a particular topic, such as community activity, followed by in-depth
probing on specific points of interest – for example, how an emswer was arrived at and
respondents’ understanding of key words and phrases used in particular questions. The
survey questions and follow up probes used in both phases of cognitive testing are included
at the end of this Appendix.

A purposive sample was selected by specially trained cognitive interviewers to include
respondents with the following characteristics
. People from different ethnic backgrounds

● Men and women
. People of different ages
Interviewers were also asked to try and recruit people from different social classes.
In phase one a total of 16 respondents were inter-viewed and table 1 below summa rises their
characteristics.



Table 1

E

White 9

Minority ethnic 7

Age range I 17-69

The second phase of cognitive testing took place a week later, and contained questions
modified as a result of the feedback from phase one as well as previously untested
questions In total 12 respondents were interviewed in this phase and table 2 shows their
characteristics.

Table 2
Phase two respondent
characten”sti”cs
Men 6

Women 6

White 6

Minority ethnic 6

!

Age range [ 18-72

Interviews took place in respondents’ own homes, and lasted 1 to 1 % hours. Respondents
were paid f35 as a token of appreciation for agreeing to take part. Interviews were tape-
recorded and interviewers were asked to summa rise the results of individual interviews.
Due to time and budgetary constraints interviews were not transcribed. Rather analysis was
based on a combination of interviewer s-aries, comments made at the debriefing
session, which took place after each phase of testing, and by reference to the recordings of
the interviews.

K.4 Results of cognitive testing

The following sections describe the findings of the cognitive testing of questions for the 2000
British Crime Survey (BCS), and any recommended wording or question-format changes.

K.4.a Criminal Justice System

The BCS asks a number of questions about the public’s awareness of sentencing policy for
certain types of crimes and about the public confidence in the wa y that the Criminal Justice
System (CJS) deals with offenders. A number of additional questions, looking at where the
public obtains their information about the CJS from and whether they have had any contact
with the CJS (as part of their work) were to be included for the first time in the 2000 BCS.

The full set of questions tested is reproduced at the end of this Appendix. Questions covered
the following topics:

● Confidence in the CIS



● Sources of information about the CJS,and main source
● Main purpose of sentencing an offender
● Worked in or for any part of the CJS
● Attitudes towards the different components of the CJS

● Awareness of new policy on sentencing repeat burglars

● Confidence in the way repeat burglars are dealt with by the CJS

In phase one only the questions on repeat burglars were tested, whereas in phase two alf the
questions were tested, replicating the order in which it was envisaged they would be asked
in the main survey.

Confidence in the Criminal Justice System

Respondents were asked to rate their confidence in the C-al Justice System (CJS) in
relation to the following four criteria:

● Bringing offenders to justice

● Meeting the needs of victims
. Respecting the rights of offenders and treating them fairly

● Dealing with cases promptly and efficiently
A definition of the CJS was included in the question. However this was not always read out,
as it appeared in brackets and interviewers are trained only to read text in brackets where

appropriate. However the definition was important, as it ensured respondents thought of aff
components of the CJS when answering the questions. Most respondents said their
confidence rating was based on information they had obtained from other sources, such as
the media or from friends and relatives, rather than from personal experience.

Overall most respondents understood the questions, although some respondents were
unsure about to whom the terms ‘offender’ and ‘victim’ referred. Interestingly the phase
‘bringing offenders to justice’ was often interpreted as people who had committed crimes
“getting what they deserve” or “teaching fkrn a lesson”, reflecting the view that the justice
system was about ad-terirrg punishment.

The ‘needs of victims’ covered a wide range of requirements - from offering counseffing
services to the victims of crime and their families to replacing goods, deafing with insurance
companies or providing compensation.

In one or two cases respondents found it difficult to rate their confidence in the CJS in
relation to the ‘rights of offenders’ and whether it ‘treata them fairly’. This arose where these
two phrases were seen as being two separate questions, which could be answered in
different ways. For example, the respondent may feel that the CJS does respect the rights of
the offender but that the offender is not treated fairly. Although the question asks about the
treatment of the offender, in thinking about fairness some respondents compared the
treatment of the offender with that of the victim. If, in the view of the respondent, the CJS is
too concerned with the rights of the offender and not with the rights of the victim then the
offender is treated unfairly, compared with the victim. In such cases the respondent had to
decide which part of the statement they were going to answer about – the rights of the
offender or their fair treabnent.

Sources of information about the CJS
Respondents were asked which sources of information were most influential in shaping
their opinions about the CJS. However in some cases respondents answered in relation to



where they obtained most of their information about crime rather than about the CJS. The
question proved problematic for some respondents for the following reasons:

● Respondents found it difficult to differentiate between those sources of information that
they had the most contact with and those that had the most infhrence on their views.

. Respondents found it difficult to say which was their main source of information

● Respondents were unable to differentiate between those information sources of ‘most
influence’ and the ‘main source’ of information.

. The amwer the respondent wanted to provide was not shown on the show card and no
‘other’ answer response was provided. In such cases respondents had to decide whether
to include their answer under another heading, to discount it or to mention it to the
interviewer.

Having decided which sources of information were the most influential, and which was the
main source of information, respondents found it relatively straightforward to rate the
accuracy of the information obtained from their main source.

Main purpose of sentencing an offender
This question proved difficult for some respondents. There were a number of reasons for
this:
● The terms ‘offender’ and ‘victim’ were not understood by all respondents
. The question allowed for only one answer to be recorded yet some respondents wanted

to give more than one answer
● Not all of the answer categories were seen as being mutually exclusive. For example

option one ‘to deter that offender from committing further crimes’ was seen as being the
same as option two ‘to restrict that offender’s freedom or opportunity to commit further
crime’ and option four ‘to punish the offender’.

In the cognitive interview respondents were asked what kinds of crimes they had been
thinking of when answering this question. Most respondents had thought of a range of
crimes - from burglary and robbery through to rape and murder.

Personal experience of the CJS

These two questioms established whether the respondent had any persoml experience of
Criminal Justice System. The first question asked whether the respondent had ‘ever worked
in, or for, any part of the Criminal Justice System..,’. The wording of this question meant
that respondent who had been in contact with the CJS as part of their work, but did not
work for it directly were not being identified.

The second question asked whether the respondent had x been:

● A victim of crfrne that was reported to the police

● Arrested
● Been in court as a victim, witness, spectator or juror in a criminal case

● Been in court as a defendant in a criminal case

● Been in contact with the probation service for whatever reason
● Been inside a prison for whatever reason

Overall this question worked well, identifying respondents who had persoml experience of
the Criminal Justice System. However some parts of the question were problematic for some
respondents,



● Some respondent did not always recall that they had been the victims of a mime, which
was reported to the police, until subsequent probing. One respondent had not answered
‘yes’ to this question as, although s/he had been a victim of mime and had reported it to
the police, no action was taken. Another respondent had not answered ‘yes’ to this
question as s/he had answered in relation to the last twelve months rather than about
whether s/he had ‘ever’ been the victim of a crime, as the question asked. In fact this
respondent had been the victim of crime over 20 years ago.

● The term ‘defendant’ was not always understood correctly. Sometimes it was interpreted
as referring to “someone defending someone else in court” or to “someonep“ving evidence in
court”. This part of the question referred to a ‘criminat’ case, yet at least one respondent
reported s/he had been a defendant, but as it emerged during the cognitive interview,
this was in a civil case. Generally speaking, however, respondents understood the term
‘c-al case’ to refer to “nwre sen’ous” crimes such as murder.

. The question asking about whether respondents had visited a prison ‘for whatever
reason’ was found to work well, with respondents including visits to inmates, visits as
part of a tour group and visits made to a prison museum. These questions were not
found to be sensitive or intrusive by respondents.

Confidence in different parts of the CJS

These questions asked respondents to rate how good a job they felt the different
organisations that make up the CJS were doing. Again respondents answered these
questions in different ways, depending on whether they had personal experience of the
different agencies or not.

The question on the police proved problematic for some respondents, as they rated the lwal
police force differently to the national force. The term ‘Crown Prosecution service’ was not
understood by some respondent, or was vaguely understood by others, for example as the
“people who decide what to do”, Furthermore the terms ‘magistrates’ and ‘probation service’
were not always understood, making the task of rating their performance difficult for some
respondent.

Sentencing burglars and confidence in the CJS:
These questions asked whether responde~k were aware of the new policy for sentencing
repeat burglars, what the y thought of this policy, and whether this policy gives them more
or less confidence in the Criminal Justice System. In phase one of testing these were the only
questions on the CJS to be asked. The phrase ‘Criminal Justice System’ was broadly
understood to refer to the process by which people who commit crimes are dealt with.
However the constituents of the Criminal Justice System were less clearly understood. For
example, some respondent only thought of the ‘courts’ whilst others thought of lawyers,
the police, and the courts. Some respondent also viewed the govermnent as being part of
the CJS. However, in phase two, these questioms were asked at the end of a series of
questions on the CJS and as such the term was found to be better understood by
respondent. In phase two the CJS was thought to include magistrates, judges, courk, police
and prosecutors.



Summary of recommendations for questions about the Criminal Justice System

Phase 2
c Change the term ‘offenders’ to ‘@ople who commit a crime’ (Q14).
. Change the term ‘victirrt to ‘meets the needs of victims of a crime’ (Q14).
. Change wording of Q15 (sources of information on the CJS), to read’.. which ones

would you say provide you, personally, with the most information about the Criminal

Justice System? Then ‘4nd which one of those . ...’
● Change‘informationfrom other people’ to ‘word of mouth/inforrnation from other

people’, and include arr ‘other’ category (Q15).

● Change question wording (Q16 - purpose of sentencing an offender), so that ‘offender’ is
replaced with ‘person’ as follows

“Looking at this card what in your opinion should be the main purpose of asmtencing a
person who has committed a crime?

To deter that person from committing further crimes,
To restrict that person’s freedom or opportunity to commit further crime,
To provide compensation or redress to the victim of the crime,
To punish that person,
To provide support / training for the person who committed the crime,
To deter other people from committing that crime,
To show society’s dmpproval for that type of crime.”

● Add ‘however *or’ to ‘Have you ever been the victim...’ (QISa).

● Change ‘in court as a defendant in a aiminal case’ to’. ..in court aa the pecson accused of
committing a crime’ (QISC).

Phasea 1 and 2
● Sentencing burglar’s policy - use split sample in the main survey to test the effect of

question wording on the distribution of answers. Suggest test two variants: ‘new policy’
versus ‘current policy’ (Phase 1 Qs13-15, Phaae 2 Qs19-21).

K.4.b Quality of life and area questions

The Home Office was plannin g to run two varianta of questiona asking people about the
area in which they live. These questions sought to establish how common, or how much of a
problem certain kinds of behaviotu were and how these affected, if at all, people’s quality of
life. Both variants of the questions were included in the main survey, as part of a split
sample experiment, whereby half the sample was randomly assigned one variant of the
questions, with the other half being asked the alternative version. The purpose of the
experiment was to assess whether question wording affected the extent to which
respondenta reported certain potential features of the local area – surh as rubbish or noisy
neighboura.

These two sets of questions, which had been included in previous rounds of BCS, were
cognitive] y tested before inclusion in the main survey. The cognitive test sought to
understand how the terms ‘problem’ and ‘common’ were understood and applied to
describe characteristics of a local area.

‘lThe term ‘your area’ was interpreted in different ways. For example, some people thought of
their area as referring to their street or housing estate, whilst othera thought of a district,
suburb or whole town, In some case the definition of ‘your area’ employed by respondents



changed depending on the type of problem they were asked to rate. For example, when
asked about rubbish and litter some respondents thought about a relatively small area, such
as their street or even their house or fla t and those adjacent to it. However when asked about
problems of people being attacked or the use or dealing of drugs, a much larger area was
considered.

Where a problem occurred occasionally respondents found it much more difficult to say
how much of a problem it was in their area. Other factors that affected respondents’ ability
to rate the size of the problem were
● whether it was seasonal (some problems, such as ‘noisy neighbors’ were only problems

in summer, when people tended to be outside and windows in the house tended to be
left open at night)

. whether the respondent was answering from personal experience or based on what they
had heard, or what they thought others living in the area might think.

The reference period people were using varied from the that day to over the past few weeks
or months to over the entire time they had lived at their current address or in the area.

The term ‘common’ was generally understood as meaning something that happened
regularly or that there was ‘a lot of it about’. Usually respondents were thinking about the
same area when answering questions about how common something was as when
answering questions about how much of a problem it was. However in a few cases
respondents thought about larger or smaller areas when thinking about how common
problems were than when thinking of how much of a problem something was in their area.

The testing found that something could be described by a respondent as being ‘common’ but
was not necessarily seen as being a ‘problem’ or visa versa.

Quality of life

The final question in the series asked respondents to indicate which of the problem types
mentioned in the previous questions ‘.. have a bad effect on your quality of life at the
moment? The term ‘quality of life’ was understood in a number of different wa ys. For
example, some people thought of their physical environment whilst others thought of
financial security or of health. Thus things that had ‘a bad effect’ on quality of life were often
seen as things that were detrimental to the respondent’s definition of a good quality of life.
For example, if the respondent rated peace and quiet aa being an important component of
their quality of life then something that disrupted this peace and quiet would been seen as
having a bad effect. However there was evidence of context effects, whereby respondents
answers to the previous questions infhsenced the way in which they answered this question.
In particular, there was evidence of recency effects, with respondents focusing on the last
problem they had identified at the preceding question. This occurred even though the
question asked about quality of life ‘at the moment’ – resulting in quality of life assessments
being based on activities that had taken place several months earlier.

Summaty of recommendations for questions about the area and quality of life

● Quality of life - change ‘at the moment’ to ‘since I$t January 1999’.

● Supply a definition of ‘your area’ in the question.

It was not felt that a second phase of testing would be necessary for these questions.



K.4.c Local Crime Partnerships

A series of new questions were to be included in the 2000 BCS, asking about

. Who should have responsibility for reducing crime in the respondent’s local area;

● Awareness of Local Crime Partnerships; and
. Views on successful they will be in reducing crime.

These questions were included in phases one and two of testing, and details of the questions
tested can be found in at the end of this Appendix.

Responsibility for reducing crime

The types of crime respondents thought about influenced the answers they gave about who
should have responsibility for reducing crime. For example, some respondents thought of
crimes committed by children, such as vandalism and thus thought that parents were
responsible, whilst others thought of burglary or violent crime, where the police were
thought of as having responsibility.

In phase one of testing the question asked about ‘reducing crime in your local area’ whereas

in phase MO fhe wOrdtig was changed to ask about ‘your area’. h both tests respondents’
understanding of ‘local’ or ‘your area’ was found to vary, Some people thought of just their
street, some of their estate or district whilst others thought of the whole town.

In phase one part b) of the question asked about who should have ‘main responsibility for
tackling crime in your area’. The term ‘tackling’ was problematic for some respondents, and
was interpreted in a number of different wa ys. For example, tackling was understood to
mean imprisonment of people who committed crime, the general process of catching
criminal or the whole process - both catching criminals and preventing crimes. In some
cases respondents were unsure what the term ‘tackling’ meant. In phase two this phrase was
changed to ‘responsibihty for reducing crime..,’ and this appeared to be more consistently
understood.

The answer categories provided were also found to be problematic for some respondents.
For example, respondents were unsure what the probation service was, so were unlikely to
cite it as having an important role in reducing crime. The term ‘everyone in the community’
also caused some confusion and for phase two this was changed to ‘members of the public’,
which was better understood, Some respondents also wanted to cite other organisations or
agencies not listed, as having a responsibility the main one being the media. Thus this was
included in phase two,

The order of the answer categories was felt to influence the way in which respondents
answered the question. In phase one ‘the police’ were the first organisation listed. This was
the organisation virtually afl respondent thought of as having responsibility for reducing
crime, and whilst respondents felt some of the other organisations also had a responsibility
the police had the main responsibility. For phase two the order of the list was changed, with
the police being listed last. The rationale of this approach was to encourage respondents to
look through the entire list, rather than stopping at the first, most obvious answer. Evidence
from the second phase suggested most respondents still thought the police had the main
responsibility for reducing crime. It was not possible to assess whether the order of the list
affected the frequency with which other agencies were cited as having a responsibility for



reducing crime. Thus it was suggested that for the main survey, two variants of the question
be used with split samples, where the order of the answer categories was reversed, to assess
whether this affected the frequency of answers given.

Local Crime Partnerships

These questions asked about awareness, sources of information and views on the likely
success of Local Crime Partnerships. Most respondents had not heard of them and so found
it difficult to assess how successful they were likely to be in tackling crime. In some cases
respondents confused Local Crime Partnerships with Neighbourhood Watch schemes,

Summary of recommendations for questions about Local Crime Partnerships

Phase one

● Change’ involved in tackling’ to ‘responsibility for reducing’.
● Allow second choice for ‘main’ responsibility.

● I&order answer categories so that ‘the police’ come last, add ‘Media/TV/Newspapers’
and change ‘everyone in the community’ to ‘members of the public’

● Change wording of question on crime partnerships to ‘ In 1998 there was a new initiative

which set up.. .’, and change ‘tackling’ to ‘reducing’

K.4.d Volunteering and Active Community Questions

These new questions sought to capture information on whether respondents had participate
in the following activities, and if they had, how often they had participated in them

● Helped out neighbors or other people living nearby

● Gone to a group, club or place of worship, for faith reasons, to meet other people, to help
each other out, or for enjoyment and relaxation

● Given lime to, or helped out at an organisation such as a school, a hospital, a prison, a
probation office, a charity, a voluntary organisation or a community group

● Served as a school governor, magistrate, prison visitor, councillor, community
representative, special constable or member of the Territorial Army

● Attended public meetings or consultation groups, or responded to a consultation
exercise, or contacted your local councillor or MP, about services or issues in the area

. Got involved with other people in the area to tackle local issues or solve local problems
Respondents were also asked three attitudinal questiom about their ‘community’. Full
details of the questions tested are included at the end of this appendix.

The question testing process sought to understand the following

● Whether respondents understood the descriptions of activities included in each of the
questions?

● Whether respondents recognised that the activities listed in each question were
examples, and how they decided to class~ activities that were not listed in the
questions?

● How they interpreted the different reference periods cited in the questions?
● How they calculated their answers to the questions?



Comprehension

The concept of ‘without payment in return, except expenses’ was consistently understood by
most respondents as were the descriptions of activities. However some activities were
interpreted in different ways. For example, some respondents were uncertain whether they
should include family members in the question asking about whether the respondent had
‘helped out any of your neighbors, or people who live nearby’ if the family member lived
nearby or was a neighbour. Interestingly, although there was an instruction provided to
intewiewers stating that family members should not be included, those respondents whose
neighbors were family members did not query their inclusion with the interviewer. Rather

they made the decision to include or exclude them on their own.

Some respondents queried whether “going to the pub” counted as ‘going to a local group . . .
for enjoyment and relaxation’ or whether a group across the other side of town counted as
‘local’. Finally some respondents queried whether giving donations to charity came under
‘helping out at... a charity or voluntary organisation’. Often where respondenta had
included such activities under the appropriate heading this was because they wanted to be
seen to have been doing some kind of community activity.

Reference period

In phase one of testing the questions referred to one of two reference periods, depending on
the types of activity included in the question. The reference periods were ‘in the last month’
or ‘in the past year’. There was considerable variation in the way respondenta interpreted
‘last month’. Some thought of the last 4 weeks whilst others thought of the last full calendar
month. In one or two cases respondents thought of other months in the year, or longer drne
periods. This was often connected with when they had participated in a particular activity.
Such respondents wanted to record their participation in particular activities, even if this
had not occurred in the reference period, or where the reference period did not provide a
representative month in which to measure their level of activity.

The phrase ‘in the last year’ was also interpreted in a number of ways. Some respondents
thought of a calendar year whilst other thought back over the past 12 months. Again some
people thought back over more than 12 months, to include either a major period of activity,
or to make their answer more representative of their ‘true’ level of activity.

Calculating amount of time spent doing each type of activity

The version of the question tested in phase one asked respondents to calculate how many
hours they had spent on all activities mentioned in the previous six questiom in - a) the past
month and b) a typical month. The structure of these questions caused problems in that
some respondenta focused on the last activity they were asked about, rather than thinking
about all activities. This type of problem is known as a recency effect. The other problem
with the structure of the phase one set of questiona was that respondents who said that they
had not taken part in any of the activities listed in the past month were not asked about
whether they had taken part in any of them in a ‘typical’ month. This meant that in some
cases, information about typical behaviour was missed.

In phase two the structure of this set of questiona was revised. Respondents were asked the
following series of questions about each activity in turn:
. whether they had participated in the activity in the past 12 months, and if they had;



● how much time they had spent doing that activity over the past month;
. whether this amount of time was usual, and if not;

. what was an average amount,

This structure helped to focus respondents’ attention on one activity at a time, and thus
avoided the problem encountered in the firat phase of testing of respondents only including
activities in the last few questions from their overall calculation of the time spent doing such
activities. It also ensured that information on whether the past month was typical of the
respondent’s participation in such activities was collected from all respondent. However
whilst the accuracy of the information colIected was improved due to a reduction in
exclusions, it made the questioning more time consuming for both interviewers and
respondents.

In phase two, if respondents said that last month was not ‘usual’, they were asked about
how much time they had spent engaged in that activity in an average month. The term
average was found to have similar problems to the term typical, tested in phase one. Where
respondent were able to calculate an average a common strategy was to calculate an
average day, and then multiply this by seven and then four, so that the resulting amount of
hours represented a four week period.

However this type of approach to calculating hours, be it for the past month or for a typical
month, only worked where respondents participated in either one or all of the activities
included in each question on a regular basis. For example, question 2a in phase two asks
‘.. how often have you gone to a group, club or place of worship, for faith reasons, to meet
other people, to help each other out, or for enjoyment or relaxation . . .?’ Where respondent
have participated in a number of the activities included in this question, but with different
degrees of frequency, the calculation on the hours spent engaged in such activities became
more complex. In such cases some respondents ‘guessed at an answer, whereas others
attempted to try to calculate a more exact answer.

The calculation of the usual hours spent in any one month was also problematic if the
activity was a oneoff. For example, one respondent had been involved in a local campaign.
This involved attending several meetings over the course of a few months whilst the
campaign was active, meaning that the respondent had been very active for a short period of
time. The issue was what to take as a usual month – a month in which the campaign was
active, an average over the whole campaign or an average over the whole year? The testing
found that different respondent employed different strategies for calculating a usual
amount of time spent on one-off activities.

Attitude questions

The attitude questions about community involvement were generally seen as
straightforward, although a number of respondent commented that a straight ‘yes/no’
answer would be more appropriate for the last two questions, as opposed to the attitude
scale.



Summary of suggestions and recommendation resulting from question testing

Phase one

● Include ‘childcare’ as an example of an activity involving ‘helping out neighbors.. .’
● Delete ‘local’ from ‘local group’ in the second activity question

● Ask about frequency of involvement after each activity question.

● Standardise the time period for questions asking about whether the respondent has been
engaged in particular activities to be one year, rather than varying between one year and
one month depending on the activity

● Change ‘month’ to ‘four weeks’

● Change ‘year’ to ‘the last 12 month.#
● Change ‘typical’ to ‘average’
● Change the answer categories for the questions asking about involvement in local

community activities horn an agree/disagree scaleto yes/no.

Phase two
. Change ‘the last 12 months’ to give a specific date, such as the reference date used for

other BCS questions (that of IStJanuary 1999).
● Change ‘the last monti to ‘the last 4 weeks’, thus providing a more precise and

bounded reference period.
● Drop the question on how frequently respondents’ engage in particular activities in an

average month, as this caused many problems. Retain question which establishes
whether frequency in last month ia representative of usual level of activity.

K.4.e Racial Equality Questions

These new questions were designed by the Racial Equality Unit of the Home Office to
measure whether individuals from different ethnic groups feel they would be treated

equa~y OrnOt by different organiaatio~. ~orrnatiOn wss dso co~ected on respOnden~’
views about the extent of racial prejudice in Britain. Full details of the questions tested can
be found at the end of this Appendix.

The question testing process sought to understand how respondents answered these
questions. In particular
. What did they understand by the term fairness, specifically, were they thinking of racial

equafity?
. Did respondents know what the different kinds of organisation that they were being

asked about did?
● Were people able to envisage themselves as service users or employees of these

organisations, and if so, what kinds of service user or employees were they thinking of?
Did this make any difference to their assessment of how fairly they would be treated?

The findings below report issues commordy found among respondents.



Fairness

Generally this term was fairly well understood, and meant something similar to the
respondents. Fairness was perceived as being about ‘equality of treatment’ or being treated
‘the same’ as everyone else.

However respondents did not think specifically about race or ethnicity when considering
how fairly they would be treated by each organisation, either as a member of the public or as
an employee. Rather they thought more generally, applying a broader definition of fairness.
The application of this broader definition of fairness interacted with their understanding of
the organisations they were being asked to rate,

In phase one the two questions asking about racial prejudice were asked after the questioms
on how fairly the respondent thought they would be heated by particular organisations,
either as a member of the public or as an employee. In phase two these were asked
immediately before the fairness questions. The moving of these questions appeared to have
some impact on the way in which respondents answered the questions on fairness of
treatment by particular organisations, whereby fairness was equated with racial equality.
However the extent to which respondents thought of racial equality when answering these
questions was not quantifiable.

The organisations

Understanding of what the different organisations listed were varied, however respondents’
understanding of these organisations fell into three broad categories

● Those that were familiar to respondents, either through personal experience or through
knowledge obtained from other sources such as school or the media;

. Those where the name was recognizable but where few respondents had any direct
experience. In such cases, knowledge of what each organisation did was more patchy,
based on the experience of friends or family, or the media; and

● Those organisations where respondents had little idea of what they were, often because
they had no experience of them, either personal or anecdotal.

Organisations such as the Police and the Fire Service were familiar to respondents, and they
understood what these organisations did. The same was true of schools and GPs, as these
were organisations that many people had had personal contact with at some point during
their lives. However organisations such as private landlords and the Immigration Service
were not so readily understood. People had a vaguer notion of what they were and what
they did. They had heard of them but often had no experience, director indirect, of such
organisations. For example, respondents found it difficult to rate the Immigration Service
because they had no experience of it. In Phase one of testing the terminology used to
describe public and private sector landlords contributed to the problem, so for phase two the
wording was changed from ‘private rented sector housing’ to ‘private landlords or letting
agencies’ and from ‘public /voluntary sector housing’ to ‘Council Housing Departments or
Housing Associatiorts’, Whilst these wording changes helped respondents to understand
what the organisations were they still found it difficult to rate them in terms of how fairly
they would be treated if they had no experience of them.

Awareness of what organisations such as the Civil Service and the Home Office were varied
considerably, indicating a lack of understanding by the public of what these organisations
were. Although some respondents did know what these two kinds of organisation were,
often either because of direct experience or because they were better-educated, marry did



not. For example, the Civil Service was seen as beti,g anything from “the Police” Or “ail f~e
legal bits”, to “bin men” or “the Armed Forces”. The Home Office was also widely
misr.mderstood, with respondents saying they were thinking about “the council housirrg
seroices” or “the DSS”, or “Inland Revenue”, as well as others thinking it was synonymous
with the Immigration Service or the police.

Treatment of the public and employees – strategies for answering these questions

The extent of knowledge of particular organisations was related to perceptions of how fairly
respondents thought they would be treated as a member of the public or as part of the
workforce by that organisation.

Generally respondents found it easier to answer questiorw about organisations they had
personal experience of. Where respondents had no direct experience to draw on in terms of
how they had been treated as a member of the public or an employee by a particular
organisation, they would, for example

. Draw on the experiences of friends or family, or

● What they had heard about such organisations in the media, or
● How they thought such organisations should treat people, or
. How they would like to be treated by surh organisations.

Where respondents were unsure about what a particular organisation was, they were more
likely to construct their answer based on the latter two premises. AS-Iexplicit ‘don’t know’

Option was not provided, and although several respondents indicated that theY did not
know about what a particular organisation was, or how fairly they would be treated, they
still provided an answer. This was often a ‘guess’.

Some respondents found it difficult to give an answer for how a particular organisation
would treat them as a member of the public, because it depended on the situation in which
that contact with the organisation took place. For example, one respondent said that he
would answer the question for ‘the courts’ differently depending on whether he was the
victim of a crime or the person accused of committing the crime.

Respondents did not always understand the term ‘employee’ in the same way. In some cases
respondents were confused as to who would be treating them unfairly – the employer, other
peopIe in the workplace or customers or clients. Some respondents found it difficult to
switch from thinking about how they would be treated as a member of the public to by a
particular organisation to thinking about how they would be treated as an employee or
worker. In other instances respondents could not envisage what an employee at a particular
organisation would do, or could not envisage ever working for such an organisation. IrI such
cases respondents often adopted the strategy of thinking about how they would like to be
treated, or how they ought to be treated by any kind of organisation.



For phase two, the word ‘employee’ was changed to ‘a worker’. This term, although better

understood, still had problems, as some respondents thought of specific kinds of jobs and
not the full range of occupations that could be done in a particular organisation. The terms
employee and worker were often thought of as excluding managers.

Satisficing

There was evidence from both phases of the cognitive pilot that some respondents engaged
in ‘satisficing’, a technical term for the behaviour of some respondents to surveys, which
encompasses, for example:
. being compliant (e.g. wishing to appear c~operative or polite),

● taking the line of least resistance (e.g. not querying what the question means, perhaps to
avoid looking ignorant or foolish),

● giving answers without thinking when confronted with difficult questions,

. giving the same answer repeatedly when asked similar-sounding questions.
Where respondents did not know what particular organisations were, and had little or no
experience of them, there was a tendency to give any answer (evidenced by the lack of

spOntaneOw ‘don’t know’). Specifically it appeared that the ‘fairly well’ category W= the

most often cited response, particularly in relation to the less well-know organisations. Strong
opinions, such as ‘very fairly’ or ‘very unfairly’ tended to be used to describe organisations
such as the police, GPs or schools, where respondents had a clearer view as to what these
organisations were, often through direct experience.

Fairness rating scale

In the version of the questions asked in phase one, the fairness scale that was used was
found to be problematic for some respondents The question asked about how fairly you
would be treated with the response categories ‘very well’, ‘fairly well’, ‘not very well’ or
‘not at all well’. Several respondents wanted a mid-point on the scale, a ‘neither’ option. For
the second phase the scale was changed to ‘very fairly’, ‘quite fairly’, ‘neither fairly nor
unfairly’, ‘quite unfairly’, and ‘very unfairly’. However the main problems with these
questions still remained that respondents did not know what some of the organisations
were, and used various different strategies to rate organisations. It would be very difficult to
demonstrate that answers to these questions had any validity as a measure of perceptions of
racial equality.

Advising a young person on their first job

In phase one respondents were asked to say which organisation they would advise a young
person, looking for their first job, to choose. They were asked their first, second and last
choice. This question proved very problematic. Respondents thought of the ‘young person’
in different ways – some thought of family (children or grandchildren) or friends’ children,
others thought of a ‘typical’ yotmg person, others tried to think of themselves as a young
person entering the world of work today, for the first time. Among those who thought of
family or friends children, there were judgments made about which young person to think
of – and this decision making process was influenced to some extent by the list of
organisations they were presented with.

A few respondents appeared to misunderstand the question: for example a few respondents
cited ‘education services’ as their first choice, but it later emerged that they meant the young



person should carry on in further educaLion as a student rather than get a job there. Another
simply said, “1 would advise them to go to the Job Centre”.

It was recommended that this question be dropped, and it was not included in phase two

Summary of suggestions and recommendation resulting from question testing

Phase one
. Put the racial prejudice questions at the beginning of the section.

. Change the fairness scale from a 4point scale (very well, fairly well, not very well, not at
all well) to a Spoint scale (very fairly, quite fairly, neither fairly nor unfairly, quite
unfairly, very unfairly)

● Change ‘employee’ to ‘worker’
. Change ‘public/voluntary sector housing’ to ‘Council Housing Deparhnerds and

Housing Associations’ and change ‘private rented sector housing’ to ‘private landlords
or letting agencies’

● Drop the question on advising a young person.

Phase two
. Include the five-petit fairness scale in the - pilot.
● Change ‘worker’ to ‘member of the workforce’ for the pilot.
. Drop ‘Civil Service’ snd Home Office’ from the list of organisation, as these two

organisations are consistently not understood by respondents.

● Reduce the number of organisations being asked about.

Further testing

Following the full dress-rehearsal pilot in November 1999, there was further discussion
about the wording of the questions on racial equality. In particular, it was felt that the
fairness scale would not slways be effective at capturing perception of variation in treatment
by different orgsnisatiorrs. Thus a revised set of questions about racial equality was piloted
over the weekend of 18-19 December 1999. These interviews were arrsnged to provide a
quick assessment of whether the revised question wording was acceptable, snd whether the
questiona could be answered in a meaningful way.

Two interviewers who had both worked on the full dress-rehearsal pilot for the 2000BCS
were asked to test out the questions on a small, purposive sample of respondents of
different

. ethnic backgrounds

. ages

. gender, and

. social class

Interviews took place in Bradford and north London. Of the nineteen interviews obtained,
14 were with people from minority ethnic backgrounds.



Findings ‘

Respondents were found to be willing to answer the questions, irrespective of ethnic origin.
Generally interviewers reported that respondents found the revised questions easier to
answer than those asked in the full dress-rehearsal pilot, as the question wording explicitly
asked about equality of treatment by particular organisations rather than the vaguer concept
of fairness.

The question wording also encouraged people to give a ‘don’t’ know’ answer where they
genuinely did not know what a partimdar organisation was or how it would treat members
of the public or members of its workforce of different races.

However there were still problems with the recognition of particrdar organisations or

institutions. Many respondents were uncertain about what organisations such as the civil
service and the Home Office were. This problem was felt to be greater when asking about
treatment of the workforce, where respondents could not visuali.se the kinds of jobs people
would do in such organisations, let alone how the organisation would beat members of staff
of different races.

Following this test it was recommended that further testing be conducted to assess whether
these revised questions provided a more robust measure of public perceptions of
organisations’ trea Lrnent of people of different races. The provisional test results looked
encouraging but the problem of lack of understanding of what certain organisations were
was still found to be present.

The final wording of the racial equality questions was agreed between researchers at the
Home Office and the National Centre, and took on board findings from previous rounds of
testing. However due to timetable pressures further testing of the final question wording
was not possible. Furthermore, whilst the earlier testing had shown that some respondents
did not know what certain organisations were or what they did, these organisation were
included in the final questionnaire, as there was an important policy requirement to obtain
information covering these organisations.



P1938 CRIMESURVEY COGNITIVE INTERVIEW (PHASE 1)
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[.4 .,md.4(wmgraffiti or other deliberate
damge to propery?

(fl .DeoDlebe!., attackedor h.,.,,,d
E&use ~f their raw or co)...?

W.. .wP1, d,aliw 01using drw7

(hl home in bad condition/run down?

fi) .ab.andonedor burnt . . . ,,,s?

‘&.rybig Fairlyhig No, a No, a
prob]e,. problem “q bigProbl,,,,

a, all
pmt>lcm

1 I 1

1 2 3 .3

‘l’l’l’
‘l’l’l’

1 I 1

I 2 3 4

‘121314
‘121314

Lb,,,,
kl>”,”l
CaJ,t say

8

8

8

8

8

8

s

8

8

Q2, CARD B
And for the followingthingsI read out, can you use me of the phrasesm thk card t.
tellmehowcommontbq are in yourarea.
140wcommonwmddyousay thefollowingfbingsweinthisam~...

very Fairly No, very N“, at dl 11,,>,
conuno,, COnuno!, CO,runol, oxmol, know/

READ EACH STATEMENT OfJT IN call say

TURN

~

(.) .no,syneighbcws or loud pamt=s? 1

(b) .Ieewgers hang,ng around o. the

(c) people deepin~ rough on the streefsor I

(d) .r.bbish m litw lying around? I 2 3 4 8

(d .xandalim, graffiti or other deliberate I 2 3 4 8
darntge t“ pr+wy?

10.. people being attackedor harassed 1 2 3 4 s
becauseof thrir raceor CO1OW?

(g) .+mopledealing or usingdrugs? I 2 3 4 8

(h) .hmws in bad condition/run down? 1 2 3 4 8

(i) .ahando”edor burnt out car,? 1 2 3 4 s

03, CARD C
And lookin~ at thiscard, which of theseis/are the most comon in your area?
CODE & THAT APPLY

Noisy neighbows m loud partim

Tem.agcr,h,n#”~,,o,,.d O“thewed

Pm@.SIecpi.grough on the strets or i“ other public places

Rubbishor lifter Iyi”g around

Vanddisrn, graffiti or other deliberatedamage to pmpwty

Peoplebeing affackedor b.wased becauseof their raceor color

Peopled.slin g.,usingdc.gs

Homes in bad mndition/nm down

Abandoned or burnt out car,

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9



Q4. CARD C
The types of things we hwe discussedcan affectpeople’sq.dily of life Can you tell
tn. which, if my of the things I,sted on this card, you feel have a bad effect.. your
qualify of life at the nmmnt?
CODE ALLTHATAPPLY

Noisy neighbors m loud parties

Teenagershanging mound.. thestreet

Peoplesleepingrough on the streetsor in other public places

Rubbishor litter lying around

Vandalism graffiti or other deliberate damage to property

Peoplebeing a!tackedor harassedbecauseof their raceor colour

Pe+e dealing or usingdrugs

HonM i“ bad conditim/ru. down

Abandoned or burnt out cars

OW ASK COGNITIVEPROBES FOR SECTION I

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

SECX1ON 2

Q5.

Q6.

Since the hrst of January 1%9 baw you or your bmsehold been tbe victim of any

type of disorderly or anti-x-ml beha.i..r?

Yes 1 ASK Q6

No 2 END SECTION

ASK PROBES

HOW many times bas this happe. cd?

WRITE IN NUMBER
D

Q7.
Could you tell m very briefly about that/the last incidml?

PROBE FULLY

OIV ASK COGNITIVE PROBESFOR SECTION



SEC’HON 3

Q8 CARD D
1am now going to read out a list of ciganisafions Choosinga phrase fromfhiscard
please tellme how fairly m unfairly you think you would be imated ~ r of
~ by each of fhe following mganisafimw.. READ 0~...

Vw Fairly Not VW Not at kit
well well Well all well know

(a).,, tbecivil~im? ] I I z I 3 I 4 I 8

(b)... the Home Office? I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 8

(.)... the Pofice? 1 2 3 4 8

(d),.. theFireSemict? 1 2 3 4 8

(.).. .tfw Prc&ficm Service? 1 2 3 4 8

(0... the Immigration %vice? 1 2 3 4 8

(g)... the Prison Service? 1 2 3 4 8

(hl... the Courts (Magisirafes and 1 2 3 4 8
Crown Couzfs)?

fi)... PublicSectorE@oycr$(e.gIwal 1 2 3 4 8
councils)?

{j)... Private%mr Employers(e.g 1 2 3 4 8
banks,largebusinessesetc.)?

(k)... Public/Voluntary 3ector Housing? 1 2 3 4 8

(l).. .Private RentedSeclorHousing? 1 2 3 4 8

I I I I I

(m)... Your local GP? 1 2 3 4 8

(n)... Your local hospital? I I2

I

3 I4

I

g

(d,., Schoofs? i“ 2 3 4 8

(P)... College91UrJversifies? I 2 3 4 8

(q)... Sducation Authorities? 1 2 3 4 8

Q9. CARD D
A“d looking at the card again, pleasetell me how fairly or unfairly you thirk you
would treated o an em~]0”- by eachof the follmvfr$ organisations..READ
OUT...

w Fairly Not very Not at Don’t
well well well .11well krmv

(a)... the Ctvil Service? 1 2 3 4 8

(b)... fhe Home Office? 1 2 3 4 8

(.)... the Pofice? 1 2 3 4 8

(d)... the Fire%vice? I 2 3 4 8

(e).., fhe Probation %vice? I 2 3 4 8

(f).. theImmigration Servie? I 1 12131418

(gf.. fhePrison%vice?l 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 8

(h)... fheCO.rfs(Magistratesand 1 2 3 4 8
Crown Courfs)?

CC’..J11213141’(i),., Public SectOrEmployers (e.g. Iocd

ba”b,lar,eb”si”=s=etc.)?l‘ ] 2 I 3 ] 4 I 8(j),,. Private %&or Employers (e.g.

(kf... Public/Voluntary %ctor Housing? I 112131418

[11...Private Rented SectorHousing? 1’ 12131418
(m)... Your local GP? 1 2 3 4 8

(.),,. Your local hmpitd? I 2 3 4 8

(.)... Schmfs? I 1 12131418

(p)...COlleges/Universitie-s? I 2 3 4 8

(q)... Sd.cation Auffnnitifs? 1 2 3 4 8



Q1o. CARD E
Supposeyou were advising a young person who was Icwking for his or her first job.

a) From what you know or have heard, whch of the mgmisatims listed on this card
would you be most likely to advise this young person to chcose? CODE ONE
ONLY AT,) BELOW

b) And which next? CODE ONE ONLY AT b) BELOW

c) And which would y.. be least likely m advise him or her to choose?CODE ONE
ONLY AT d BELOW

a) Mod b) Next
Likely

The C!.{! Service 1 1

The Home Office 2 2

PoliceService 3 3

Fire service 4 4

Probation Service I s I 5

emigration Service 6 6

Prism Service 7 7

m, Courts (Magistrate, andCrOWnCourt,) 8 8

Private%@or(e.g.banks,largebusinesses 9 9
m)

Localmuncil 10 10

Nmlthservice(,.g hospitals) 11 11

Education%rvices(eg schools, 12 12
mllegwluniversities)

N... .f these 13 13

OOntknOW 98 98

c) Lead
likely

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

98

Q1l.

Q12.

DO y.. think there is generally more racial prejudice in Britain now than 5 years ago
1,ss,or about the sameamount?

More “OW 1

Lessnow 2

About the same 3

Dent know 8

00 y.. think there will be more racial prejudice in Britain in 5 years time compared
with “OW7

Morein5 years I

Less 2

About the same 3

Dotit know 8

NOW ASK COGNITIVE PROBES FOR SECTION 3
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Q18

019

Oid the kxal partnership contactyou in any way to ask for your views? For example,
through sending a questio”n.sire, telephoning you, holdhg public meetings or
piaci”g adverts asking for help i“ the lccal press?

Yes 1

No 2

How successfuld. you tbinl that the local crime parmersbip will be in reducing crime
in your lmal area.. .READ OUT...

very successful, 1

faidy sucmssftd, 2

not very Suc.es,f”l, 3

m not at all Succesful? 4

NOW ASK COGNITVE PROBES FOR SECTIONS
[

SECFION 6

Q20.

Q21.

Q22.

Q23.

Q24.

id now like to tum to somequestionsabout how much y.” get involved with things

going on i~ally and in your communiV ! am going to read OUta list of activitiffi
For each one I wouldlike you to tell me whether you have done it = getting

payment in remrn (exceptexpenses)

[. fhe last& have you helped out any of your “eighbo.rs, or other pmple who
live nearby (e.g. mowing their lawn, d.i”g shoppingf., themt,ki”gdeliveries,
dis..s$ingorhelpingwith problems, collecfi”g pemio” or prescriptions,helping
with DIY, et,)?

Ye, 1

No 2

1“ the last mmlth b... you gone to a lmal gm”p, dub or place or worship, for faith
reaw”s, to meet other people, to help eachother out, or for e“joynw”t a“d relaxation
(e.g. placeof worship. socialdub. resdents, association,sports team, s.pp.rt ~m.p,

community centre, drama or hrhbygroup, et.)?
DON,T COUNT THINGS THAT -Y INVOLVED BEING WITH MEMBERS
OF THEIR FAMILY

Ye, 1

N. 2

1“tbe last - have you give” time m, or helped o“t at, .“ orEaNsatio” s.cb asa
school,a hc$pi(a1,a prison, a probation office, a charity, a v.! untaty orgmkab.. or a
comm.tiw group (e.g.being a volunteer for one of theseorganisations)?

Yes 1

No 2

1“ tie last ~ have you sewed m a school governor, rmgistrate, prim” visitor,
councill.r, cotmn. ”ity representative, special constableor member of the Territorial
Army?

Yes 1

No 2

In tbe Lwt ygzc, have you atb?”ded u“. or more p“blk meetingsw mns”lk.tion
vow,, O,,e$~nd.d toaco~ultatione%er~]$e,OrcontactedYOUClocal~UnCillorOr
MP, about services or issues in your area (e.g. health, schools,environment, local
devdopment, h“usi”g, et.)?

Yes 1

No 2
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e) ,. ,you k.mv how m become more involved in the Imd community, or in the other

mmuniti= you belong to?

Agree strongly I

A~ee 2

Neither agree“m disagree 3

Disagree 4

OisagreeStrongly 5

SECTION 7- DEMOCILAPHICS

And now I’d justliket. mllecla few details about you

Q2S.

Q30.

Q31.

Q32,

Q33.

Could you tell me bow many adults live in this household?
- I me.+. personsaged 16or over?

WRITE IN NUMBER D

INTERVIEWER CODE SEX OF RESPONDENT

Male 1

Female 2

What was your age lastbirthday?

AGE IN YEARS

Did you do any paid work in !he seven days ending 1?.s1S.”day,.dherm m
W@WC 0,S4 f-employed?
INCLUDE ANY PA[D WORK FOR ANY NUMBER OFHOURS.
NOTE ON HOLIDAY FROM JOB= WORK.

Yes 1

No 2

CARDJ
Starfi”g from the top, pleaselook down the list of q.dificatiom on this card and tell
me the number of the first one you comem that you have passed.

ENTER CODE FROM CARD 1-9 ❑

CARD K
And lcoki”~ at lti$ card, to which of fhesegmu~ do you m“sider you Lxlmg?

white 1
Black-Catibkm-.m

Black-Abican
Black-@her

Indian
Pakistani

Bangladesh
Ch”ese

Mixed ram
Other (SPECIFY)

2
3
‘f
5
6
7
8
9
10
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P1958 CRIME SURVEY COGNITIVE PROBES (Phase 1)

SECTION 1

Q]. For the following lhk~, Jread ..!, can you tell me how much of ● problem they are
i. yo.r area...

Q1.For the followins thingsI read..1, cmYOUMl m howmuchofa
n,.blmn(he, ,,, [” “0”, mea... Rep,.

t
question to remind respondent.

How did you go about answerf.~ this question?
Probe
. Howdidyo. detidewhether something wasaproblem'o rnot?(probel orexamplmof

what makes something a problem or not a problem)
. Whatwere youthtiing ofas,yo.r area,?
. Wereyo. ttitiing justofyo.r omexperiences/opition$, orofwhat other poplein

YOU,neighbourh~ would =Y7
. Didyo. haveapartic.lar time period inmind?

02. Forthe followingthings I read out, can you tell me how common they are in
vm!rarm .Wf which cd Ih..e i. m..! mvnmm. i. .n!!r ar,a?

[ Q2, Forth. folfmving things 1read out, can you tell me how cmnnmn they are in your

Repeat question m remind respondent

How did you g. ●bout answering this question?
P,”&
.

.

.

.

.

1low did you decide whether mm-thing was common or not?(probe ior examples of
what ,common, or ‘not common’ is)
What were you tbinling of asyour area,?
Were y.” thinking just of your own experienmslopinio”% or of what others in your
.ei ghbo.rhocd would say?
Did y.” h... a pmtimlar time pericd i“ find?
How did you decide which was most comnm”?

How is fht ‘COnInIO”<q.mti.n differentfrom the ‘problem, question?
P,ob+
. Didyo. a"swerthe tiot~of q"estio" &f fere.tly?Why? How?

. ~youthti thvareastin~ fordiffecentth”gs?

Q3. Which of fhese idam the most common in your area? I

Q3. . ..Which of these islam the most common in your area7
1

HOW(Id you decide which was most common?

I Q.k.The types of fhings we have discussedu. affect peoples quality of life, C.. you Iefi-]

Q4. Thelypes ofttinSs wehavedisc.ssed canaffSt pwple,s q.ality of life. Can
y.. tell me which, if my of the things fkfed.. this card, you fed have a bad ,ffcd
o. yo.rq.alityof Iifeat thenmnwnt?

me which, if any of the things listed on this c.rd, y.. teef have a bad effect on your

quality .f life?

Repeat questionto retinal responde”l of it

How dtidyou go abo.f answering this question?
Probefor u,der,lnndhg
. Whatis,q.ali~ of life? (Pmbefort-xampl-.)
. What isa,bad effect,? Howdidyo” decide ifsomethi”g hada,badt-ffect’? (Pcobefor

examples.)
. ,Atthemoment' -what kind oftimeperiod wereyo. ttinking ofwhenyo. ans$vered?

How easy or difficult did you find this q.esf ion to answer?
Probe

Why was it easy m diffic”ft?



SECTION 2

r

Q5. Since the first of January 1999 have you m your household he.. the victim
of any fype of disorderly m mli.s.cial behavior?’ Im

I
I ‘1f:;+.< I, . . .
J~n.ary IS99 have YOU., y.., h....h.ld L-. fhe .Ickim .f ..Y fype .f dis.,derly.,
●ti.social behaviow?

Repeat question m remind re$p.ndent of it

Hm.Jdid you go about answerf”~ fhis question?
Probc& m,demto.ding @
. TAsordedy behavior,- what does this mean? Probe for examples
. CAnti-swial behavior- what dc+s this mean? Probe for exampfes
. The difference between crime and diwmdedy or anti-smial behavior

How e.sy or difficult did y.. find this question f. answer?
Pn>f@

Why was it easy or difficult?

SECHON 3

rQ8.
Q8, 1am now goimsf. read o.t ● lid of m~a”isatio”s. Choosing a phrase from this I am
card please tell me how fairly or unfairly you think y.. would be treated asa now
member of the public by the following .arganis*tio.s? g.i.
snnwrhrm g to
, .,.read out a 1ss1of .xgamsatmu Chcaing a phrase fmm this card please tell me how fairly

or “nfmdv v.. tht.k . . . would be treated a%a member of the .ublic bv each of the. . . . .
following orfy. isationx
SHOW CARD

Repeat question to retinal respondent of it

How dtd you go about answering tfds question?
Prohefor umlmt.nding @

. Fair/unfair - what is fair unfair treatment? (Examples of ways in which one would
be treated faidylunf.irly)

. What each organisationis/does?

. Did the respondentview eachof the organisationslisted asbeing separateentities?
For example was the Home Office seenas a separateorganisation to the Immigration
%-t-me or the Pmbaticms.xvice, m asbeing part of the same organisation?

. What kinds of orga”is?,fions were they fhinking of in relation to Private Swtor
Businessesand Public Sector Employers - just thosecited m examples?

How did y.. decide.. your answer (whether you wo”td be Iteafed fairly m .nfaidy asa
member of the public) by each organisation?

. Did mpo”dmts answer this questionas a member of the public,? Probe for
exatnpls of what they were thinking of in terms of their contactwith each
orgamsati.n asa member of the public?

. Did responders amwer i“ relation to personal experienceof contactwith each
organisation m basedon their perceptim of what the organisation was like.? If the
latter. where d,d this perception mm. from - media, family, friends?

How easy or difficult did you find this q.esffon f. answer?
Profw

Why was it easyor difficult?

Q9. And fnoking al this card .Eai”, please MI me how fairly or unfairly you think you
were treated asa. employee by each .( the I. ff.wi.& mganis.ti on.?

Repeat q“e$tim t. remind respondentof it.

How dfd y.. E. about ?“mwmf.g this q.estio”?
Pro&for .?ld.rsf.ndin~ o!



SECTION 4

Q15. Does this@cy givey.. more... fidm.e intheW*Yth.1theCriminalJ.8tice
systemdealswithb.rdars,lessconfidencein Ih. wayth, CriminalJusticeSYstemdeals
~

Repeat q.=tion to remind respondent of it.

What do wsp.”d,”ls ..d.rslmd IhctermCriminalJustice System 10mea.?
Pro&for txmnplts

How easy or difficult did you find this question to ●nswer?
P,ok
Why was it easy or difficult?

Q16.. Which of the groups .“ this ..rd do you think shouldbe involved i. tackfing mime
i“ your local cm.?

Rep.mtq.e+tion to remindrespondentofit

How did you go about answering this question?
Prok
What sortsof crimeswere you tfinking of?
Wh.i w.rcYOUpicturingm,yo.r localme.,?
Cm y.. think of any more group that you think shouldbei“v.lvedintacklingcnmt-in
you,fecalarea?

Q16b. A.d which of these groups do you think should have mai. responsibility for
tackling crime in your hwal are.?

Repeat questionto remind respo”dmt of it.

How easyor difficult was this question f. answer?
Prok
WhywasiteasyO,d,fficult?(1sit jm$ibk t. chcmsemdy o“. gm.p or do we n=d multiple
codes?)

Q17, Since 1998 there have beenl.c.! time p.rfnemhipsi. @i.hdistrict.1 Ihc. . ..fry.
Thesep+”erships, involving 1x.1 a.thorilie% the policea“d other lcd organisations,
were sef up to tackle mime and disorder in their local area, Were y.. ●ware that there was
a local paflner ship mveri.g your area?

Re~at question to retinalrespondentof it.

lf II,. rcspawfrr!t.,mwr.d y,,,, prob.for
Cm YOUr.m,mb.r howy.. became.WWCoftheI.xd p.rtn.mhip?
t{owS,,,,arey“”0(you,answer?
Check mspo.dent is “ot m“f.sing local parmerstips with organisationssuchas
.eighbo.cho.d watch.



.

.

.

Fair/ .nfaic what is fair/ .nfair treatment?(Examples of ways in which one would
be treated fairfy/.nfaidy)
What eachorgatisation is/does (my different intmpremtions when questionasked
from the point of view of being m employee rather than a member of the public]?
Did respondentsseeeachorganisation asa separateemify? For example was the
Home Office sees.s a separate organisation to the Immigration Serviceor the
Probation service? (A&@n any different interpretations when question asked from
point of .iew of being an employee rather than a member of the public)?

How didYOUdmidc.. YOU,aNwer(w’heth.rYOUwould be treated faidy m unfairly as
an employed by each organisafion?

Pr.k:

. Did respondentsanswer ths question as ,“ employee,, m w,,, they thinking of the
application [recruitment prmem? Probe for examplesof what they were thinking of
in terms of being an employee with eachorganisation (fair pay, promotion, atiit.de
of other $taff/rnanagws et.)?

. Did respondent answer in rdatio” to personal experienceof m“tact with each
organisation or .“ their percepficmof what the organisationwas like? If the latter -
where did t~s percepticmcome fmm, media, fati Iy, friends?

How easy or difffc.lt did you find this question f. answer?

Prldw
. Why was it easym diffk.lt?

Q1O.Suppose you were advising a YO..K pets.. wh. wasIwki.g forhiaO,herfin! job,
d From what you know or have herd, whfcb job would y.. be most likely 1. advise

this young person to <home?
b) And which neat?
.) And whichw..ld yoube least likely to advise hitnO,h.r f. .bom~7

HOWdidy.. g. about ●“sweri.g this question?
Prob@r:

. Who Ihey were thin!+ng cd?Some one they knew? ‘lhermell? Ask them to describe
the person (m fype of person) they had in mind- agegm.p,gender,q..lifi mfims,
ethniciy, h.. Ith,pers.n.lify

. Did fhey tht”k of more than . . . p.m.” they could be advising?If so, how did they
de.idewhotheywm. ~.ingtomSWWtheq.cstio”about?

. Didtheyfhinkofthemm personi“ relationt. .11pm oftiequwj.n (all
orgmisafims,firstseconda“d last choiceof job)?

For their first choice:Were you thinking of a specific kf.d ofjobwithinthe.rg..is.ti.n?
Prcdw

. What typ+ of job were you thinking of i“ thfsorgmhtio”?

. Why did y.. think of this jab?Was this related to the Qpe of yw,mgperson they had
in mind?

How did you decide o. your fitst .hdc. ofjobIb.t y.. wouldadvise a young person to
take?
Probefor:

. Relative importance of pay, terms and conditions (pension,mn.al Ie.v, c“?itlme”t,
job securify), fringe benefits(.ompmy car, shares,bonuses),promotion pms@5,
imiti”g opportunities, how well staff are treated (family-friendly polici~, equal

.Pporm. ities), chancesof being offered the job?
. Da they know any.”, who works for this !yPe of orgatiwdi.nl have tbcy w“tk for

j,?

Andh.w didy.. d.cid... Y.., secondchei.e?
ProbPF.sforjrd hire

And how did you decide m the orga.isafionljob that would be least likely to
recommend?
Probefor:

. Reasonswhy this organisation wmdd be the 0“, they would be leastlikely 10
advise a young person m work for

Q1l. Did you think there is Eenmally more racial prejudice in Bnt,i” .OWfha” 5 yews

%0, Ie=, O, .b..t the ..m.?

WIIat did y.. undetsta.d the term racial prejudice 10mean?

Pn?b?for W@,,

How did you decide cmyour answer to fhis question?
Probes

. Was their answer bawd o“ personal experience, frimds/family experience,wha!s in
the papers et.?

. Did they think of the last fi,,e years, a longer or shorter period?

Q12. Do you think there will be more racial prejudice in Britain in 5 years time compared
wi{h now?

Read question again to resp.mdent

How dtd you go about a..wering thk question?
Prciw:

. Why do you th,nk there will be nmre/less/abo.t Ihe same anm.”t of racial
prejudice in five years time, compared with “.w?



5ECTION6

Q20-25Which of the following things have y.. done_ getting payment i. return
(except expm5.d7 J

How did y.. decide.. your answers?
Prof?

. Now easyor difficult was eachquestion m answer? Why? W-r. there any cases
where you weren? sure x,hetht-r m activity munted? f%hc for examples

. How did y.. remember whether something had happened in the last nmnthl year?
Did you think cda particular date or did you estimale?

. Check rqondents understood that the listsof activities were just examples

Q26a, Thinking about .11.1 those Ihings you have just mentioned, how many
hours did you spend i. total cmall these tht.gs...,. in the last month?

1 1
Q26a. Thinking ●bout .11 of these thing. y.. h... just mentioned, how many hours did

YOUsped i@!&!@J these thing=.in the L@m@?

Repeatquestion to remind respo”de”t of it.

How did ye. go about ●“sweri”g this question?
Probe
. HOW did y.. work out the answer? Gid you try to count eachtime you had done one of

thesethngs, or did you make an esfirnale?Did you have a particular date in mind?
. Check msponde”ts included tithe activities in their answer (ad ..t lust the last f,w

they were askedabout)

How easy or difficult did you find this question to ●.9wer?
%06?

Why was it easy or difficult?

Q26b. Thinkingabout all of those things you have just mmdioned, how many
hours {Id you spend i“ total .“ all these tht”gs..... in a tvr.ical month?

Q26b, Thinking of .11 thow things you have just mentioned, how many hours did you

spend i. t.t.l O. all the,. things -i.. tv.ic.l m..th?

Repeatq.mtion to remind reqnmde”t of it.

How did y.. so about answering this q.esti.a”?
P,.ir
. How did y.. work out the answer? Cid you have a particular month i“ tind? Did you

try to add up eachactivity or did you make an estimate?
. H...+ sure are you of your a. Swer?
. Check respondentsincluded tithe activities in the answer, not I.st the last few.

Was fhe >mou.t .( lime y.” spend i. a -monlb fhe same as or d!ffem.t fmm the
number ofham y.. spentL@month?
Pro&
. Whyd. youthinkthisM

HOW~aSYO,difficultdidyc.ufind this question to answer?
ProtK

Why was il easyor difficult?



I

PI 958 CRIME SURVEY COGNITIVE INTERVIEW (PHASE 2)

Interviewer Name Interviewer No _

SECTION 1

Q].
Id like to ask some questions about how much you get involv~ with things going
.“ locally and in your community I am going to read out a list of activities For each
. ..1 would like you to tell me how often y.” have dmeit -t @ng payment
inr.f.r” (mcepexpenses).

4 Over the fast~ how often have you hefped out my of your neighboum,m
other people who live nearby (e.g. mowing their lawn, doing shoppingfor them,
taking deliveries, discussingor helping with prcblenw collectingpensionor

prescription., helptng with D1y, .tc)? O@J’T COUNT ~INGS THAT W
INVOLVED HELPJNG OUT MEMBERS OF THEIR FAMILY

Never

At most,the+ or four times a year

About every other rm”th

Aboutonce a month

several timm a month, but not every wwk

About once a week

%.,,,1 times a week

Every day

IF RFSPONDSNT ANSWER5 NEVER (CODE 1) GD TO Q2.
OTHERWISE ASK b)

b) And how muchtimehw. y.. spmtdoing tbk over ~?

Up m 2 hours

Over 2 hours but no mm. than 5 hours

Over 5 hours but “o mom than10hours

Over10hoursb“tm morethan20hours

Over20hoursbutnomowthan35hours
over35hours

None

Don’tknow

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

c) Is this more, 1ss or about the same .s the time y.” would .wal)y spend i“ m

I average rlm”m

Mere 1

Less 2

Aboutthesame 3

DO”l know 4

IF ABOUT THE SAME’ OR TON’T KNOW’ (CODES 3 OR 4] GO TOQZ
IF MORE OR LESS (CODES 10R 2) ASK d)

d) How much time do you usually spend doing lhk in a“ .verace month?

Up to 2 hours

0..,2 h..,, butnomorethan5hours
0.,, 5ho.,. but no more tba” 10hours

Over 10 hours but “o more than 20 ho”,,

Over 20 hours hut “o more than 35 b..,,

over 35 hours

None

Oon,t know

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Q2,

a) (lver the last 12_mD@, how often have you gone to a gm.p, dub m place .1
worship, foc faith reasons, to meet other pmpfe, m helpe.xh other.“t, ar for
.njoym.t .nd ml.xati.” (e.g.Pl,ceof Worship,wcid club,residents,wmn.lti..,
SForlsteamSuPwItgroup, community Centre,drama or hobby gm”p, etc)?
DON,T COUNT THINGS TNAT QNLl lNV0LVE13 BEING WITH MEMBERS
OF TIIEIR FAMILY

Never

A! most, three or to”, times a year

About every other month

About O“C. a monfh

+veral times a month, but not every week

About oncea week

Several times a week

Every day

IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS NEVER’ (CODE 1I GO TO Q3.
OTHERWISE ASK b)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8



b) And how much time have you spentdoing this over the last month?

!+ to 2 hours I

0..,2 hoursb.!.. morethan5hours 2

Ova 5hoursbutnonmrctbm10h..n 3

over10b..rs b.~n. m.,, than20hours ~

ova 20b..m butnom.,. than35hours 5
0.,,35 ham 6

No”, 7

L3vntknow 8

d ISthismm.,lessO,,ho.t bbesame., tbe time you would usually s~nd in an
average mo”tb?

More 1

Less 2

About the same 3

Don,t know 4

IF ,AK3UT THE SAME OR IX3NT KNOW’ (CODES 3 OR 4) GO TO Q6.

IF ,MORE’ OR LESS (CODES 1 OR 2) ASK d)

d) How m“cbtimedo you usually spend doing fhis i. an averaee month?

Up to 2 hours

over 2 bo.rs but no more lba. 5 hours

OV., 5 ho”m b“t no more than 10hours

Over 10 bo.m but “o more than 20 hours

Dwer 20 hours b“t.. more than 35 hours

Over 35 hours

None

O-ant know

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Q6.

a) Over the last lL!rQ!& how oft.” have you got involved with other people from
your area to tackle local issues or solve local problems (e.g. improvi”yi the 1.<.1
environment, campaigning o“ Iwal issues,LW@si”g a Imal went, etc)?

Never

At most, three or four times a year

About ewy “!her nm”th

About O“C. a month

Sweral times a mo”tb, but not every week

About once a week

Several times a week

EVCCYday

IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS NEVER’ (CODE 1) GO TO Q7
oTHERWISE ASK b)

b) Andbowm“cbkInwhaveyouspe”ldoingthis over the last month?

Up to 2 hours

over 2 ho”r$ but no more than 5 hours

DWer5 hours but“otn.,, than 10hours

Over 10hours but no more than 20 hours

Over 20 bo.rs b“t no mom than 35 hours

over 35 hours I

No”,

Lh”t know

1

2

?.

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

c) k this more, lessor about the sameas tbe time you would usually spend in an average
nm”(h?

More 1

Less 2

About the same 3

Ov”t know’ 4

IF ABOUT THE SAME OR T30NT KNOW’ (CODES 3 OR 4) GO TO Q?.

IF MOW OR L= (CODES 10R 2) ASK d) ~

I

—
I
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SECf’tON 2

Q1o

Qll,

00 y.. tfdnl there isgenerally more racial prejudice in Britain now fhm 5 years ago,
le5s,or about the sameamount?

More now 1

Lf3s now 2

Abut fhe same 3

E30n,tknow 8

On you think there will he more racial prejudice in Britain in 5 yearntime compared
wifh “rev?

More in 5 years 1

Less 2

About the same 3

Ounl know 8

QIZ CARD B
1am now going to read out a list of organisatim. Choosing. phrase kom IMScard
please tell me how fairly or unfairly you think you would be freamd as a member of

@@!is by eachof fhe following orga~$abo~ R~D o~...

very Quite Neifher Quite Vety Wf
fairly fairly fairly nor unfairfy .idaidy k“mv

unfairly

(a)... fhe Civil service? 1 2 3 4 5 8

(b)... fhe Home Office? 1 2 3 4 5 8

(c)... fhe Police? 1 2 3 4 5 8

(d)... fhe FireService? I 2 3 4 5 8

(c)..the Robafi.n Service? 1 2 3 4 5 8

(ff... tlwImmigratim Service? 1 2 3 4 5 8

(E)... fhe PrisonService? 1 2 3 4 5 8

‘h’’””hec”un%%%l‘ I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 8
(i)... Public SectorOrganisations 1 2 3 4 5 8

(e.g lccal councils]?

(j)... Private SecfOrOrganisations I 2 3 4 5 8
(.ss. banks, large businessesetc.)?

(k)... Council Housing Oeparfmenfs 1 2 3 4 5 8
cmHo.sing Associations?

(1)...Private fatilords or Iefbng 1 2 3 4 5 8
agende$?

(m)... YOIUImal GP7 1 2 3 4 5 8

(n)... Your localhospital? 1 2 3 4 5 B

(o)... Schools? 1 2 3 4 5 8

(p)... COllegeslUtiversities? I 2 3 4 5 8

(q}... tial Sducation A. fhorities? 1 2 3 4 5 8



d)

Q4
a)

How much time do you usually spend doing this in an averaee month?

Up to 2 hours

Over 2 hours but no more than 5 hours

over 5 hours but no more than 10hours

Over 10 hours but no more than 20 hours

Over 20 hours but no more than 35 ho”m

Over 35 hours

None

Donl know 8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

overthe last LZDEZMS bow oft.” have you served asa schcal governor, magistrate,
Drison visitor, co.ncilior, community repmse”tative, specialm“$table or member of
ihe Territorial Army?

Newer

At most, three cmfour times a year

About every other month

About . . . . a month

Several tire= a month, b“t not every week

About once a week

several tire= a week

Every day

IF RFSF’ONDENT ANSWERS NEVER (CODE 1) GO TO Q5
OTHERWISE ASK b)

b) And how much time have you spent doing this over the last month?

UP to 2 hours

0.,.,2 hours but.. more than 5 hour.

over 5 hours but “o more than 10hours

Over 10 b..,, b“t no more tba” 20 hours

Over 20 bo.rs but.. more than 35 bo.rs

Over 35 hours

None

Do”l know

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

g

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

g

c) ISthis mom, lessor about the sameastbe time y.. would “s”ally spend in a“ average
month?

More 1

Lew 2

About the same 3

Do”t know 4

[F ,ABDUT THE SAME’ OR T13N’T KNOW (CODSS 3 OR 4) GO TOQ5.

[F WORE OR LESS’ (CODSS I OR 2) ASK d)

d)

QS
a)

How muchtimedoyouUSudlyspenddoingthisina“,werazemonth?

T+ m 2 hours 1

0“., 2 b..,, b“t “o more than 5 hours 2

over 5 hours but “o more than 10hours 3

Over 10 hours but “o more (ban 20 hours 4

Over 20 hours but no more than 35 hours 5

Over 35 hours 6

None 7

L?mitknow 8

over the last 12 rno”tbs, how often have you attended public meetings or
c“ns”ltahon groups, or responded to a c.ns”ltdion exercise,or contactedyour local
m“”cil Ior or M P, ab.ul sewicesor is,”., in your me. (e.g.he.ltb, schools,
m.immml, 1...1devel.pmcnt,bo.sing,f.)?

Never

At mm!, three or four times a year

About every other month

About .“., a nm”tb

$weral times a rno”tb, b“t not every week

About oncea week

Several times a w=k

Every day

IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS NEVER (CODE 1) GO TO Q6.
OTHERWISE ASK b)

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
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Q15.
*)

b)

d

CARD D
l%ople get information about fbe Crindnd JusticeSystem(LWCJS)from many
sources Of the sourceslisted on the card, which would y.. say have the most
influence cmyour opition of the CJS?

CODE ~ THAT APPLYATa) BELO W

IF ONL Y ONEANSWER,GO TOc)

IF MORETHANONEANSWEFf,ASK b)
Whkh o.. would you say is your ~ sourceof information on the criminal i.sti..
system?

COOE~ONL YATb) BELOW

m) b)

Personalexperience 11

Relativd .nd/or friends’ experience

Information from other people

Brmadsheetnewspapers (eg Times, Guardian, Telegraph)

Tabloid newspapers (eg Sun, Express,Daily Mail)

kal newspaper

TVI Radio news

Scap$ (eg Eastendem, Bmwksidt-,The Archers)

Films

TV drama

TVdwutne.1.ri.s

22

33

44

55

66

77

8B

99

10 10

11 11

Radto program,, 12 12

Government publications 13 13

Bcoks 14 14

Internet I world-wide-web 15 15

School / college 1 ev.fing.chw 16 16

How accurated. y.. !hink the i“fornmtion from this [main] sourceis.. .READ
oUT..

very accurate, 1

fairly accurate, 2

fairly inaccurate, 3

m very inaccurate? 4

—

Q16. CARD E
Looking at this card, what in your @Non ~ the main purpose of sentencing
an offender?
CODE ONE ONLY

T. deter that offender from committing further crimm I

To ,esfrkt that offinders freedom or op~rtunity to commit further crime 2

Q17.

Q18.

.)

b)

c)

d)

To provide mmpmsati.” m redressto the victim 3

To punish the offender 4

T. provide support I tmi”i.g for offender 5

To deter other offenders from committing that crime 6

To show smiety’s disapproval for that type of offen.e 7

Have you cwr worked in, or for, any part of the Criminal JusticeSystem (i”dudi”g

PObC,,Prisons,courts or the legal prof=si..)?

Yes 1

No 2

Have you ever been. ,.READ oUT...

ha\w previously rnentiont-d)?
. .

Yes

No

the victim of a“v crime that w., rec-artedto the dice (ind”dinx anvtii”E you

...a.testedby theP.[i’. forany reason?

INCLUDING WHERE NO FURTHER ACTION WAS TAKEN

Ye,

No

.in court 8sa victim, Witnms, spectator m juror in a criminal case?

Yes

No

,. .in m“rt m a defe.da”l in a criminal case?

Ye

No

I

2

1

2



,. .[Apart from in the course of your work] have you ever been in contactwith the
probation service for whatever reason?

Yes I

NO 2

., .[Ap.rt from in tie courseof your workl have you ever been inside a prison for
whatever ,,,s..?

Ye,
No

11~of+ ASK COGNITIVE PROBSS FOR SECTJON
[1

SECTION4

CARD F
This card lists somed~ffere”tgm.ps of people who colfecfively form the criminal
ptice system.
\Ve would like to know how good a job you think eachof these gm.ps of people ace
d.i”g.

Q19. CARD G
fiow good a job d. you think &@& are d.in~?
PROBE: Would that be an excellent,gocd, fair, poor or very pmr job?

Excellent 1

Good 2

Fair 3

?.0, 4

very pm 5

QzO. CARD G
How good a jobd. YOUthi~ theCroWnPmse..tion %vice, that is the body
responsiblefor mah “g prose.. bons, is doing?

Gcad

Fair

f%.,

verypoor

Q21, CARD G
How good a iob do you think - am doing?

Excellent

Good

Fair

Pm,

verypm,

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5



w



SECTION 5

Q29. CARD I
a) Which .( the gm.ps listed on this card do y.. thnk shm!!d have responsibihty for

red.ci”g crime in your area?

CODE & THAT APPLY AT ●) BELOW

IF MORE THAN ONE GROUP MENTIONED AT d
b) And which “f the sm.ps you have mentioned do you think should have Q!@

rqmnsibility for reducing crime i“ your area?

CODE w ONLY AT b) BELOW

IF MORE THAN TWO GROUPS MENTIONED AT a)
c) A“d wti<h “,,1?

CODE MONLY AT d BELOW

M.mhecs .( the fmbh,

Med!.)TdwisimJNewspapers

Parent,

Otherlcc.1mmnunifylv.1.ntwygroups

Priv,tesecurityw@s.ti..s

Nei$l>b.urhoodWatch

%mal services

Hmlth amhoritie#CPs

Lccal Education Authotitieslschcds/teachers

Lmd A .thmitiesJco.ncik

The probation sen,ice

The police

a)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

b)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

d

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Q30

Q31

Q32

h 1998 there was a new iNtiative which set tip crime partnerships in each dishict of
lhe country These partnerships, involvin~ lwd authorities, the fmlice and ofber
or&misahons, wecc set up to reduce crime and disorder in their area. Are you aware
that them isa 1.x.1 parmecstip mveri”g your area?

Ye, 1 ASKQ31

NO 2 GOTOQ32

DidIh, 1...1parmersfip contactyou in any way to ask for your views? For example,
through sending a q.estiomaire, telephoning y.., holding public meetings or
placing adverts a$kin~ for help in the lccal press?

Yes 1

No 2

11.$. successfuldo you think that the local crime part. erstip will be in reducing crime
in your local area. .READ OUT,..

.s.,)’ successful,

fairly wccessfd,

not very ,Ucces,ful,

or not at all successful?

NOW ASK cOGNITIVE PROBES FOR SECTION
[1

1

2

3

4



.= t, (,... ‘,.

SECTION 6- DEMOCSAPHICS

And now f’d just fike fo collecta few details aboutyou

Q33.

Q34.

Q3S.

Q%

Q37,

Q38.

Could you fell me how many adults live in I& household?
- I mean persons?&d 16or over7

—

WRITE IN NUMBER u

INTERVISWEfV CODE SSX OF RSSPDNDENT

Male 1

Female 2

Whatwasym agelastbirthday?

~ AGI!INYSARS

Oid you do any paid work in the sevm da~ ending last Sunday, eifhei as an
employee or mff+lnployd?
INcLUOE ANY PAID WORK FOR ANY NUMBER OF HOURS.
NOTE ON HOLIOAY FROM JOB. WORK.

Yes 1

No 2

CARD J
Starting from the top, please look downtie listofqualificationsonthiscardandtell
methenurnlm01tie firstoneyoucomemha YOUhavefmsed.

ENTSR CODE FROM C.ARO 1-9 ❑

CARO K
And Iwkfng at tfdscard, m whkh of th- groupsdo you consideryou tilo”g?

WMfe 1
Slack-caribbem 2

Black-Ahic.n 3
Black-CXber 4

bldie” 5
Pak!sfmd 6

Ba”gladedd 7
Cfdnese 8

Mixed ram 9
Ofh. (SPECfFY) 10

.,., ,

1958 CRIME SURVEY COGNITIVE PROBES (Phase 2)

SECTION 1

Ho
Q14641“ the last 32 month., how .fte. b.ve you..... w

did

L I Y..
.s. dm.t amvd”~ thesequestions?

Pr067
. waseach~ ofacdvify clearly ..demtccd?
. How did resp.mdmts calculate kheiranswer?How did fhey remember whether

scmwthi”ghad happenrsi in fhe last 12 mo”ths7 Did they count from a parficukw dafe or
did fhey esfimafe?How easy or difficult was it?

. Were fhere my poblems wtth fi”di”g the appropriate answer category?

. Chink respondentsundwsbwd that fbe listsof activities were just examples

. Check respandenfshad no prdiem with tie idea of ,~effins payment in remm
(exceptexpense$’

I QVCf6b) Howm.chtim.hveyo. spe”idoi.Sthiso.w~ I

J
Repeat question fo remind respondmtofit.

How’ did y.. w.tk out your answer for these quesfions?
Probe
. Oid respe”dents fry mcounteach time they had done the ativify, or did they make an

esfimate7
. How did respo”derdsffdnk about ffw last monfh - did fhey think of a specificdate or

did they e@imate?

How easy m difficultdidpm find this quesfion fo answer?
w+.. .. .

Why was it easyor difficult?

Q1.Q6c) 1sIhia more, less m .bo.t the same .s y.. would usually spend i...
.veracqemonth?
d) How much time do you usually sped doi”s this in ●n average month?



Repeatquestion 10remind respondent of it.

How did you go *bout answering these questions?
Pnd?

. Whal is .suaf’? How did cespondenfsdecide what was usual’?

. What is ,.. average,?How did respondentscalculate their answers?

. If they usually spend more or lesstime, why was the last month different? How sureare
they of their answer?

How easy or difficult did you find these questi..s to ●nswer?
Pm%

\Yhy was it easyor difficult?

Q8 Wouldyoufik. tobecmmnmminvcdvcdi. theIoc.IcommunityO,.Iher
mmm.ifics YOUbelongt.?
Q9 D. YOUknowhowt. bumw mm. i.v.lv.d i. IheI.mf community,m 1. Ihc
.Ih.f mmn..iRes YOUbeIonR 1.?

Repeatquestionsto remind respondent

How easy or difficult did y.. find this question to ●nswer?
Prok
. Da the answer categoriesseem to work?
. What did respmdenfsundm$tmdby‘m.rei.vdvel md ,mm.nhy,?

I

SEO1ON 2

Q1O.Do you think there is generally more racial prejudice in Britain now than 5 years

ago, 1.s$, or ~b..t the $.m.?

What do you understand the term racial pcejudtce1. mean?

Pmbff.r CX”mph-s

How didyoudecide on your ●nswer 10 this question?
Prob,,.

. Was their answer based.. pers.”de.~rie”m, fri.ndslhtily experience,
wh~!,si“ thep,per$W?

. Didtheythinkof the last fwe years, a longer or shorter period?

QII. DO y.. think there will be more racial pmj.dice i. Britain in 5 years time compared
with now?

Read q.estio” again w respondent

How did you d,cide.“ YOU,m.wec10thisq.esti.r.?
Probe:
. Why do y.. thinl there will be mocelh%l same anmu”t of racial prejudice in five years

time, compared with now?

Q12. 1am “.$+ going 10red out a list of organisations, Choosing a phrase from this utd
please 1.11me bow fairly m u“faidy you think you would be treated ●s ● member of tbe

&by each.f the f.11.wing .rsani$ltion= SHOW CARD

Repeal questi.” m mmndc.sp.ndmtofit.

How did you go about answering this question?
Probe[or ,wdmstm,dmsofi

.

.

Fair) u“f~r~ what !$ fair/. nfair treatment? (Examples of ways i. which me
would be treated fairly funfaidy)
What .xh .rgmk,ti.” isldw.?(Especiallythe..s whichhave been mcdified
asa ms!dt of the last phaseof l.sting, i.e. Council tlo.smg, .nd Prim
Landlord,’)
Did respondentsview eachof the “rga”imti”.s Iistcd asbeing separateentities?
,,., ,Xamp,e ~a$ the , ,OmeOffice ,~. ,S a wpara!e organisationto the

Immigration %rvice or the ProbationService, or asbeing part of the same
org.misahon?



How did you decide on your answer (whether y.. would be treated fairly or unfairly asa
member of the p“bl i.) by eachorganisation?

P,oh
.

.

.

Chdreym”dmtsanswerthisq“esfimN “amemberof the public,,?Prob.f.,
.x.m@mofwhattheywerethinkingofinterms.[ thei.contactwitheach
or@sation mam.tnberofthepublic?
Didc-p.nd..ts mmvw!. relationt. perw”.1ex~rimc. L+contactwitheach
or~,”is.ationorbreedontheirperceptiond what the or@sation was like? If
the Iaffer - where did this p.rcepti.” come from - media, family, friends?
Do the answer categoriesseemto work?

Now easy m difficult did you find Ibis question to answer?
Probe

Why was it easyor difficult?

Q13. And looking al fbe cird ●gain, please tell me bow faidy m unfairly you think you
wo.ld treated as ● worker by each of the following orga.isatio.s?

Repeatquestion to remind respondent of it.

How did you go about answering thts question?

.

.

Fair/ unfair - what is fairl.n fair Ireafment? (Examples of ways in which one
would be treated fairlf’)u”faidy)
What eachmga”isafion isldw$ (any different intmprefafio”s wbe” q“esfio.
inked from the point of view of being a member of staff rather than a memberO(
the public)? A@”, espcially the ones wbkb have bee. mcdif ied
Did wsp.mde”ts seeeachorganis.tie” as a separateentdy? For example was the
Home Office seenasa separateorgatisatio” to the Imtigratio” Serviceor the
Probation %vice? (A@” any different i“terpretafiom whenqumfio”asked
from the point of view of being a member of staff rather than a member of the
public)

How did y.. decide on your ●nswer (whether you would be treated fairly or unfairly ●s a
worker) by each organisation?

Probe
.
.

.

What did responde”t~ undemta”d by % a worker,?
Did respondents answer this question as ,8 worker, or were they thinking of the
application/ recruitment prmess? Probe (or examples of what they were thi”ki”g
of in terms of being a worker witi eachorganiwlio” (fair pay, promotion,
attitude of other ,tafflrna”agers et,)?
Did rt-swndents answer i“ relation to @erson?.iexperienceof contactwith each
organis; tion m on their perception of what the organisationwas like? If the latter
- where d,d this perception come from - media, family, friends?

How easy m difficult d,d y.. find this question to answer?

P,obf:

. Why was it easy.( difficult?

SECTION 3

Repeatquestion to remind respondents

Q14a)-d) Thinking about the Criminal Justice System as a wbofe Hbat is, fbe police,
courts,prfson a.d probaf!on servims), please choose. phrase from this card 10show
how confident you ate that il...

How did y.. go aho.1 anmwrf”g them q.estio.s?
Pmkfor
. Understanding of ‘bringing offenders to justice’
. U“dwsta”d,”g of tbe needsof victims’
. Understadi.g of ‘the rights of offenders’ and treating offenders fairly’
. U“derWandin~ of how caseswould be dt-aftwith promptly a“d efficiently’ or “.1
. were rt-spond;”ts act”a)ly thinking of the Criminal JusticeSystem _ or were

they thinking of partic”hr parfs of it for d!ffert-”t quewio”s?
. ~ tbe answer categoriesseemm work, or did respondentshave trouble chmmi.g which

m tqgory to fit them&m into?

Q15d Peopfe gef information. about the Criminal Justice System (m CJS) from many
sources.Of the sourceslisted .“ fbk card, which would you say have the most
influence on your opinion of the CJS?
b) W&h . . . would you say is your Q&I source of i. f.armalio”.. the Crfmi..l

I“sfim Svsfem?

I Repeatquestion to rmdndrespondents

HOW easy or difficult was this question to answer7
Prob,
. Why was it easyor difficult?
. Were there ,mv items missi”~ from the fist?
. How easywa; it to chwse o~e msig sourcefor question 25b)?
. f low did respondentsdwide what sourceshad the most i“flue”cd on their opi”io”?

How did they decide which of thosewas their main sourceof information’? Is there any
difference between thesetwo m“cepw?

I QISC) Howacc.ratedoyo. tKnktbei.fomatio" fromttis[mai"lso"rceis? I



Repeatquestion to remind mspwndentof it

How did you go about answering lhk question?
Probf
. HOW did respondentsdecide how accurate the information from thesourcewas?What

did they compare it to?
. Check respondentswere referring just to their & sourceand not to d! the sources

they ~,”, at ,+)

. Ho\v easy or difficult was this question to answer?

Q16. Looking ●t this card, what in your opinion ~ the main purpose of
sentencin g.. offender? Rep

eat

q..,
tion to remindrespondents

How d,d you decide.. your answer to this question?
Prok
. Did rcspondmts t,.dcrsta”d d) the answer catcgoci-?
. How easy was it to decide on one main purpose?
. What types of offen.e were repmde”tsthinking.f?

I Ql!2a)-O “aveyoueverbee . . ..
1

How easy or difficult were these que5tions7
PrOk
. Understanding of a criminal case,;do r.spond,”ts.ndwsmd whalacr$tindcaseis?

.

.

.

Probe for examples
Understanding of being ‘arrested and of being,. victim, witnes~,spectatoror juror’
Now did mspo”de”fs feel about being asked %avc you ever been in court asa
defendant in a criminal mseY
Understanding uf inside a prison’- were rmponde.ts thinking of just being an inmate
or were they including being a visitor as well?

SECTION 4

Q20, How good a job do y.. think the Crown Prosecution Service, that is fhe
body which decides if a caseshould be prosecuted, is doing?

I I

Repeat question to remind respondent

How did y.. go ,boul.nsweri.sthisq.esli.n?
Prok

DorespondentsunderstandWh,ttheCroWnF’msecutionServiceis?

Q28. Does this new policy give you more confidence i. the way that the
Crimi.af ]“sfice System deals with burglars, less confidence in Ihe way that
the Criminal Justice system deals with b.rglm or does it not change your Repeat

view? q“e$tio
I I “ to
rem”d respondentof it.

Wfm d. r.sp..d..l, understand the term Criminal Justice System to mean?
Pro6P

Did they thhk of it i. terms of the ocgatisation$ rnentio”ed at q.estiom 19-25?
(Note that the card show” d.ring the preamble to theseq“esfions liststhose
cm~aniwtio.s as .olfectively forming the Criminal JusticeSystem- does this
infi.en.e resp””dents, ““demta”din~?)

HOWeasym difficult did you find this question to answer?
Probe

Whywasit..My.r difficult?



SECTION 5

Q29a. Whichof the groups o. this cwd do y.. think E!!@! have
respo.sibilify for mdud.g crime in your am.?

remind respondent of it.

HOWdid y.. go ●bout answering this question?
P,.k
. Whatsortof.rinm w.,, respmdenfsthinkingoI?
. What were the, .icturine as lheic am.,?

Rep,,
1
questi
m to

,, ..”.
. Can respondentstfi.k of any more groups that they think shouldbe involved in

red.cin~ crime in their area?
. What were respondentsthinking O( i. terms of rqnmsibility, 1.. reducing crime,?

Q29b. A.d whichofIh.segr..ps d. y.. Ihinkshould have timspo.sibility
for red.ci.g crime i. your area?
Q29c. And which ..*?

Repat question to remind respondent of it.

How easy or difficult was this question to ●nswec?
ProfQ
. Why was it easy or difficult?
. How and why did respondentsdecide on their answers?

Q30. 1.1998 there was a new initiative which@ up trim. IMrf.emhips in each
districl of the country. Them pmlnershlps, involving local authorities, the police
,.d oifIec.rg.. i..tn.,., w.!. s.1upt. red.c. .rimc●nddls.rd.ri. their,r,>. A,?
YOU~~~,e!b~tthereis. localvfm~~htp .Overi%Y’... ~.e~?

RePwfquestiont. remindrmpu.d.ntofit.

1/thempmdmttmswmd Y?S’ probt.for
. Can you remember how you became aware of the local parfnersbip?
. How sure arc you of your answer?
Check respondent is not confusing Iwd partnerships with mother mganisatim such m
neighbo.rhced watch

P195gCR1ME SURVEY QUESTION TEST DECEMBER
1999 (Ver, 01)

Interviewer Name Interviewer NO _

SECTION 1
Q].

Do you think there is generally more racial prejudice in Britain “OWthan 5 years ago,
less,or about the same?.mo””t?

More now 1

Lessnow 2

About the same 3

Donl know 8

Q2.
Do y.. think there will be more racial prejudice in Britain in 5 years time compared
with n.w?

h+orein 5 years 1

Less 2

Abe” t the mm, 3

Dent know 8
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